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ABSTRACT
A symmetrical method of optical heterodyning of the Doppler
shifted scattered laser radiation has been developed for velocity
measurements with a minimal instrumental spectral broadening and a
high signal-to-noise ratio. The method employs two laser beams
incident on the moving scatterer and does not use any reference beam
for heterodyning. The Doppler signal frequency is independent of the
scattering angle and the signal possesses no receiving aperture
broadening. Optical alignment is simple. Typical values of the
instrumental spectral broadening were approximately 0.8 percent of
the center frequency of the Doppler signal, and the signal-to-noise
ratio was approximately 25 dB, obtained from an air flow system
using submicron dioctylphthalate scattering aerosol. Experimental
and theoretical studies were made on the characteristics of the
Doppler signal and the effect of system parameters in turbulent flow
measurement. The optimization process involved in the beam optics
and in the use of a spatial filter is described. For localized flow
measurement in any direction of the three-dimensional orthogonal
coordinates, the system, using uncorrected optical components, had
a sensing volume which can be described by a sensitive length of
600 microns and a diameter of lO0 microns. The directional ambiguity
in velocity measurement was removed by employing the same heterodyning
technique where the two coherent incident beams used were of slightly
different frequencies. This frequency shift was accomplished by
using a rotating diffraction grating. With this adjustable frequency
xi
bias, the Doppler signal from the moving scatterer was no longer an
"even" mathematical function of the velocity.
The methodwas applied to the investigation of the decay of grid-
generated turbulence in a wind tunnel. Air at room temperature
containing dioctyl-phthalate aerosol was used as the fluid medium.
Aerosol dynamics and scattering properties were studied and it was found
that aerosol in the size range 0.5 to 1 micron diameter will follow
the turbulent eddies. The scattering intensity at a distance of 50 cm
from the sensing volume will be approximately 1 x lO-7 W/particle at
30° scattering angle for an incident laser power of 30 m_ and wavelength
6328 A. A simple frequency-to-voltage conversion device has been
developed using a phase locked loop integrated circuit. The present
work on the characterization of turbulence was limited to turbulence of
low Reynolds number. Statistical parameters, that are most often used
to describe the structure of turbulence, such as meanvelocity, intensity
of turbulence, probability distribution function, velocity correlations,
energy spectrum, energy decay at the final decay period, etc., were
measuredusing both analog and digital methods. A close agreement was
observed between the theoretical expectations and the experimental
results.
xii
I. INTRODUCTION
Hot wire and hot film anemometers are invaluable tools in the
development of fluid dynamics. These anemometers are extensively
used in the measurement of localized fluid flow. During the last
four decades there has been a continuous improvement of this method
for a better understanding of the structure of turbulent fluid flow.
However, this method leaves much to be desired. Turbulence measure-
ment with hot wire and hot film anemometers inherently requires the
insertion of a finite probe in the flow field, necessarily disturbing
the flow field itself. The response of a hot wire is a nonlinear
function of many different physical parameters of the fluid medium,
such as density, velocity, conductivity and temperature of the fluid.
Its calibration often changes due to corrosion and contamination.
Anemometers have thermal lag and their sensitivity decreases with the
increase of turbulence frequency. They possess finite resolution both
in space and time. The use of hot wire anemometers at temperatures
above 300°C and at supersonic flow is severely limited since a hot
wire possesses less mechanical strength and increased nonlinearity of
response. These and other disadvantages have led to a constant search
for a more reliable method for turbulence measurement.
The application of an optical method for the measurement of non-
stationary flow has been investigated by many workers in the past. 29
However, a practical and efficient method did not develop until the
advent of lasers. Localized fluid flow measurement from the Doppler
shift of scattered laser radiations was first observed by Yeh and
-2-
Cummins.h9 Since that time, considerable work has been reported in
the field of laser Doppler velocity measurementdue to its variety
of potential applications, smchas characterization of turbulent fluid
flow, detection of clear air turbulence of the troposphere, propulsion
studies, measurementof exhaust flow configuration at rocket bases,
thermonuclear plasma research, etc. A laser Doppler velocity meter
has the essential features of an ideal instrument to measure the
structure of turbulent fluid flow. The method provides an absolute
measurementof velocity and does not require any calibration. The
flow field is not perturbed in the process of measurement. Its
frequency response and spatial resolution are excellent. The method
is applicable to both subsonic and supersonic flow regions.
In spite of these advantages over hot wire anemometers,a laser
Doppler velocity meter has major limitations in certain aspects. Of
these, the finite instrumental spectral broadening (6f) of the Doppler
signal and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are probably most important.
The application of conventional methods in Doppler signal processing
often fails because of these shortcomings. The finite frequency spread
arises from the fact that there is a considerable uncertainty in the
scattering angles due to the finite size of the transmission and the
receiving apertures. In the local oscillator heterodyning process
commonlyused in velocity measurement, this aperture broadening of the
Doppler signal is typically around l0 to 15 percent of the center
flequency (f). Comparedwith a FM signal used in communication, the
C
Doppler signal from a non-stationary flow field contains a continuous
-3-
spectrum of carrier frequencies in a range f ± ½ 6f with the modulation
C
component Af cOS_mt, where the frequency deviation Af corresponds to
the temporal velocity fluctuations and _m is the modulating frequency.
Unless 6 f is small, frequency-to-voltage conversion becomes a difficult
problem. The accuracy of measurement of Af or the velocity fluctuations
is limited by the inherent instrumental spread (6f) of the signal. For
instance, the intensity of turbulence at the center of the pipe is about
3 percent of the mean velocity of the fluid at the onset of a fully
developed turbulence. Instrumental frequency spread of 1 percent or
above will give rise to a significant error in the measurements.
The amplitude of the Doppler signal depends on the power of the
incident beam, the scattering angle and characteristics and concentration
of the scattering centers present in the fluid medium. These quantities
are not always controllable and often the intensity of the scattered
beam is low. Further, mechanical vibration may cause a low heterodyning
efficiency. These conditions may cause a low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). Since SNR is inversely proportional to 6f, reduction of
instrumental broadening will have two advantages: (1) it will increase
the accuracy of the system in turbulence structure characterization,
and (2) it will simplify the frequency-to-voltage conversion method
by increasing SNR.
Analog conversion of the Doppler frequency shifts to voltage
fluctuations is desirable for discerning the statistical properties
of the flow field. It is also desirable that the conversion device
be simple and easy to operate so as to make the laser Doppler technique
an effective and attractive tool for turbulence studies both in the
subsonic and supersonic regions.
-4-
The heterodyning process commonly used in laser Doppler velocity
measurement has an ambiguity of 180 ° in the direction of velocity.
This ambiguity arises from the fact that the Doppler signal gives
only the absolute value of the difference in frequency between the
two waves being heterod_med. The resulting signal does not indicate
whether the Doppler shift caused the scattered wave to have an upshift
or a downshift in frequency with respect to the frequency of the incident
beam. Velocity components equal in magnitude but opposite in sign
would give the same magnitude of the Doppler frequency shift. This
limitation does not adversely affect the use of this method where the
direction of themean velocity is known. However, in many cases of
fluctuating velocity measurements, such information may be unknown.
A heterodyning system that would eliminate this directional ambiguity
is desired.
The objectives of this investigation were to make experimental
sJld theoretical studies on the laser Doppler velocity measurement
system and to solve some of the existing problems in its application
in turbulence characterization. It was proposed:
(1) to develop a heterodyning system with a minimal instrumental
frequency broadening and a high SNR
(2) to eliminate the directional ambiguity of 180 degrees in
velocity measurement so that the Doppler shift is no longer
an "even" mathematical function of the velocity measured
(3) to determine the optimum system parameters that should be
used in the measurement of turbulence structure, with
particular emphasis on receiving and transmission optics
design and aerosol dynamics
-5-
to develop a simple frequency-to-voltage conversion method
to apply the laser Doppler velocity measuring system in the
characterization of turbulent fluid flow.
-6-
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Optical methods utilized in flow visualization, especially in
supersonic flows, have been involved primarily in qualitative analy-
sis. The most commonly used optical methods are schlieren systems
and interferometers. Examples of the latter method are Mach-Zehnder
interferometry and shadowgraphy.
Kovasznay 29 in 19_9 applied the shadow method to the measurement
of turbulent density fluctuations. A large number of shadow pictures
are required for a quantitative analysis, and, in general, this method
lacks accuracy and convenience. Although the velocity measurement of
a moving target by the UHF radar technique has been known for a long
time, such a technique could not be used in the localized fluid flow
measurement due to the lack of a coherent radiation source in the
wavelength region needed for such measurement. The first successful
optical heterodyning detection was done by Forrester 14, who used two
Zeeman lines of mercury for measuring the frequency difference. With
classical monochromatic light sources, detection of Doppler shift
below 1 GHz was not practical due to the natural line width of the
sources. These difficulties were removed with the development of the
laser, which provides a radiation source with a high degree of temporal
and spatial coherence.
The feasibility of the laser Doppler method of velocity measure-
ment was first demonstrated by Yeh and Cummins 49 in 1964. They used
-7-
polystyrene spheres as scattering centers in their experiment of
localized fluid flow measurement in a water flow channel. Later,
Foreman et all2, 13 used this method in gas flow studies. The optical
heterodyning system used in these studies consisted of beating the
scattered beam with a reference beam which is usually a portion of the
incident beam. It was shown that efficient heterodyning is possible
between a beam scattered from irregular scattering particles and a
reference beam. The method commonly referred to as "local oscillator
heterodyning", requires precise optical wavefront alignment. Goldstein
and Hagen 19 developed an improved version of this heterodyning technique
where the beam alignment became a simple process. They employed two
incident beams focused on a point of measurement, with one of these
beams used as a reference beam. Goldstein and Kreid 20 were able to
measure the velocity profile of a laminar water flow and, later,
Goldstein and Hagen 19 reported data on the measurement of turbulent
intensity in their water flow experiment using polystyrene hydrosols.
Pike et al h0 later but independently developed the same heterodyning
method used by Goldstein and Hagen and examined the Doppler ambiguity
broadening due to the finite signal life t_me. They used water with
milk suspension as the fluid medium.
Lennert et al31 used the Goldstein and Hagen heterodyning method
in the velocity measurement of subsonic and supersonic air flows.
Their experiment was limited to one-dimensional velocity measurement.
Design features of a two-dimensional velocity measurement have been
discussed by Lewis and Chatterton 32. Although Goldstein and Hagen's
optical arrangement has some advantage over the system use_ by Yeh and
-8-
Cummins, the latter system has been studied in detail for three-dimen-
2h
sional velocity measurements by many workers, notably by Huffaker.
Huffaker reported measurement of velocity profile and turbulent
intensities in the flow field of a turbulent Jet. He also was able
to measure atmospheric wind velocity at a range of 50 meters using a
20-watt CO 2 laser. Recent works on laminar flow l'h'8 using the laser
Doppler velocity measurement technique show that spatial resolution,
previously not practicable with hot wire anemometers, can be achieved
in this process.
The application of the laser Doppler method to a comprehensive
study of the properties of turbulent fluid flow has not yet been reported.
The primary problem encountered in this field comes from the instantaneous
frequency spread of the Doppler signal. This instrumental spectral
broadening results in a poor resolution and a low SNR. Further, _4
demodulation of the Doppler signal becomes a difficult problem. Foreman
et a113 first analyzed this shortcoming of the laser Doppler method and
suggested the use of a frequency tracking method for the signal demodu-
lation. A quantitative study of the frequency broadening and its cause
was first made by Goldstein and Hagen 19 and contemporarily by Pike et
al_ 0 Goldstein and Kreid 20 reported instrumental frequency broadening
ranging from 2 to 30 percent of the center frequency for a laminar flow
field. Davis lO carried out a theoretical analysis of frequency spread
in the local oscillator heterodyning system and found that a fractional
bandwidth (6f/fc) of 7.5 percent is expected from the transmission and
receiving apertures even when small aperture sizes are used. He observed
that in a laminar flow field, where it is only necessary to determine
-9-
the center of the signal spectrum, an accuracy of ±3 percent can be
achieved even when the total frequency broadening is around 20 percent
of the center frequency. In a turbulent flow field, however, this
instrumental frequency broadening will lead to a large error. Welch
and Tomme M7 were successful in measuring the probability distribution
function of turbulent velocity components by using coincidence gating
and a subsequent integration method for signal processing. They used
liquid flow in a channel in their experimental setup and reported the
typical value of signal-to-noise ratio as unity. Goldstein and Hagen's
optical arrangement recently has been applied to the measurement of
turbulent drag by Chung and Grable 8. The maximum value of signal-to-
noise ratio reported by them is below 3. Some variations of the hetero-
dyning process have been reported by Rudd 43 and by Muller Sb. However,
enough experimental studies have not been reported on the relative
instrumental broadening in those processes.
A heterodyning system that partially eliminates frequency spread
was first reported by Bond 5. In the system used by Bond, no reference
beam was used for heterodyning. Instead, two scattered beams spatially
symmetrical about the incident beam were "mixed" to obtain the Doppler
shift. This technique eliminates the receiving aperture broadening as
long as the aperture size used in the receiving optics is small. Beam
alignment procedure is critical as it is with the case of Yeh and Cummins'
method of local oscillator heterodyning.
-lO-
III. LASER DOPPLER VELOCITY METER EMPLOYING SYMMETRICAL
HETERODYNING SYSTEM
A. Theoretical Consideration
i. Doppler shift and instrumental broadening:
When a monochromatic beam of light is incident on a moving parti-
cle, the Doppler shift of the scattered light wave can be expressed by
2w s o p
(i)
where V is the instantaneous velocity of the particle with respect to
P
a frame of reference and K and K are wave vectors representing the
O S
incident and scattered waves. If _ and _ are the two unit vectors
O S
in the direction of propagation of the two waves and _o and _s are
the wavelengths of the incident and scattered radiations respectively,
and since V << c, where c is the velocity of light,
P
O S
l sl I I --= K = 2_n= _0 0
0
0
where n is the index of refraction of the medium. Consider that a
cone of light, as shown in Figure i, is focused on a moving particle
at 0 having velocity component U, V, and W and a receiver with an
aperture area aR is used to obtain the scattered signal. The reference
frame of cartesian coordinates OX, OY, OZ is chosen such that OX is
perpendicular to the central incident wave vector TO_ and OX, OS and
-11-
TO are coplaner. Considering only a single monochromatic incident
wave vector along TO, the frequency of the scattered radiation along
OS can be written from equation (2) as
vs =Vo+i- -1o) " _ " (3)P
0
If this scattered light beam, with the angular frequency u s represented
by E s cos Ust , is superimposed with a reference beam, E ° cos mot, on a
42
square law photodetector, the output current can be represented by
-- a [E ° cos m t + E cos rest] 2io o s
½(Eo2 2) + E E cos (m 0 - Us)t ]= a +Es os (_)
where a is a constant and m and m are the optical angular frequencies
O S
which are well above the frequency range of the detector. The high
frequency terms only contribute to adc component in equation (h) and
the ac signal arises from the difference frequency, when the absolute
difference between m and m is within the frequency range of the
S O
detector. Perfect coherence of the two heterodyningbeams has been
assumed. Any deviation from this would reduce the ac component and
increase the de term. The Doppler shift fD is a function of _, _o'
and K s. Referring to this as the center frequency fc and expressing
it in terms of U, V, W, gives, from Figure i,
1 - Ifc = 2-T lmo ms
z _I).(6._.;)
= _- (Is o
0
i
= -- (U sin _ - V cos _ - V)X
O
(5)
-12-
Equation (5) shows that the measurement of f and @ does not provide
C
sufficient data to determine the direction and magnitude of velocity
V of the particle. However, if the direction is known, the magnitude
P
+
of V can be determined. To measure the three-dimensional components
P
of velocity, three detectors at three different scattering angles are
needed and the components are then computed by solving three simulta-
neous equations•
The frequency spectrum of the Doppler shift for the conical
incident beam of solid angle A_ and for the finite aperture area at
S, which subtends a solid angle Af at 0, will have a finite spread
around f . This spread, arising from finite A_ and Aft, is the aper-
c
ture broadening of the Doppler signal, and can be represented by 6f
a
For a known velocity of the scattering particle, this frequency spread
can be calculated. Besides this aperture broadening, there are other
causes of signal broadening, such as broadening due to the finite
volume of the laser beam "probe" at the effective scattering zone,
broadening due to the finite lifetime of the signal, etc. These
factors cause an effective instrumental frequency broadening of the
Doppler signal. A significant parameter in the signal processing is
the ratio of this frequency spread (gf) to the center frequency (fc).
To examine how 6fa/f c varies with the system parameters, consider
that W = 0 and the particle velocity _ is constant in magnitude but
P
varies in direction so that the angle _ varies from 0° to 360 °.
Similarly, also consider that @ is varied from 0° to 360 °. From
Figure I, writing fc in terms of @ and _,
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fc = _ EVp cos (@- _) - V cos _ 1 . (6)
o P
From the above equation, the magnitude of the Doppler shift increases
as the angle _ decreases (Figure 1). The maximum frequency spread
caused by the finite size of apertures can be approximated by taking
the difference between the maximum and the minimum values of the
Doppler shifts for known values of a/2 and 4@/2. Thus,
P0
Xo
o
V
= -R
o
A@
_'cos (@-_--_-)- cos (_- 2)] .
The aperture broadening
6f =f -f .
8. max fILl.n
2V
A
0
sin _ sin a/2 - sin (@ - _) sin _/2]
or
6f
a
f
C
2 sin _ sin a/2 - 2 sin B sin 4@/2
cos S - cos Cd')
where
S=e-# .
Equation (T) shows that 6fa/f c is a discontinuous function of B and _.
To observe the nature of variation of 6fa/f c with @ and _, some
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reasonable values of the aperture sizes can be assumed. Let a/2 -
0.165 ° (sin a/2 = 0.00285) which corresponds to a transmission aperture
of 4 mm diameter placed before lens LI having a focal length of 700 mm
and let A@/2 = 1.15 ° (sin 5@/2 = 0.02) which would be the case if a
2 cm diameter receiving aperture is placed at a distance of 50 cm from
the scattering point.
Figure 2 shows the theoretically expected values of 6fa/f c plotted
versus @ for different values of ¢. Figure 3 shows the effect of
variation of ¢ on 6fa/f c for given values of @. It is evident that
6fa/f c can be reduced by a proper choice of the values of @ and ¢,
although the primary determining factors for these parameters are the
scattering intensity and the convenience of operation. The scattering
intensity falls off rapidly as @ is increased. In forward scattering
measurements @ is maintained somewhere between 5° and 45 ° and
between 45 ° and 135 °. Figure _ shows the variation of 6fa/f c with
@ and _ in this region of practical interest.
Once @ and _ are determined, the fractional bandwidth 6fa/f c
becomes a function of a and A@. Equation (7) shows that, if Am, i.e.
the size of the receiving aperture at S, is increased, the aperture
broadening will also increase. This sets up an upper limit in increas-
ing the aperture size for a higher signal power.
In a local oscillator heterodyning process, a scattered beam from
a moving object is mixed with a portion of the incident beam to
generate the Doppler signal. A typical experimental setup is shown
>>E ,in Figure 5. Referring to equation (_), observe that, if E ° s
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the maximum signal-to-noise ratio that can be achieved in this process
is
C(vo, e, .)
SNR = • P . (8)
6f£ s
The quantity C is a constant depending on the laser radiation frequency
Vo, quantum efficiency ¢ of the detector and heterodyning efficiency
n, and P is the power of the scattered beam falling on the photo-
s
detector. The bandwidth 6f_ is the total instrumental frequency
spread of the Doppler signal. Equation (8) indicates that an increase
in the receiving aperture for a higher value of P may not result in a
S
higher value of signal-to-noise ratio since 6f£ increases with the
increase of receiving aperture size.
There are three disadvantages of the local oscillator heterodyn-
ing system: (i) critical alignment procedures are required in the beam
superposition so that the total path difference across the width of
the beam is less than _/_ (2) a large aperture broadening is present
in the Doppler signal; and (S) measurement of direction and magnitude
of the velocity requires more than one detector assembly. The modified
beam optics developed by Goldstein and Hagen 19 do not require critical
alignment procedures. In addition, the velocity component in a chosen
direction can be measured with a single detector. However, aperture
broadening remains the same.
The heterodyning system developed by Bond 5 is effective in partial
elimination of the aperture broadening. The experimental setup used by
Bond is shown in Figure 6. In this process, two scattered beams are
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mixed to generate the Doppler signal as shown in Figure 6. The
locations of the two apertures used to receive the scattered light
are symmetrical about the direction of propagation of the incident
beam so that the Doppler shifts in these two scattered beams are
equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. The sine curve of Figure 6
shows the Doppler shift plotted versus the scattering angle for a
constant velocity component U. The superposltion of the two scattered
beams on the photodetector results in a Doppler signal whose center
frequency f is sensitive only to the velocity component U, in the
C
direction 0X, which is coplaner to the two scattered beams and per-
pendicular to the bisector of the angle @ subtended by the two scat-
tered beams at the point O. If the spread of the Doppler frequency
shift across the two apertures is within the linear portion of the
curve, spatial superpositlon of the two beams will give the same
difference frequency across the photocathode surface and result in
cancellation of the receiver aperture broadening. Elimination of
this broadening will not be effective if the aperture sizes are large
since the constraint that the Doppler shift across the aperture should
be linear will not be satisfied. Similar to the local oscillator
heterodyning process, this method also requires tedious beam align-
ment for a high heterodyning efficiency. This imposes a rather
stringent requirement on the mechanical rigidity of the system.
2. Symmetrical heterodyning system:
Figure 7 shows the experimental arrangement of a two-lncident-
beam symmetrical heterodyning system developed under the present study.
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Two incident beamsare focused at the point 0 making an angle @. The
scattered beam from the moving particles directly generates the desired
Doppler signal. The process actually involves heterodyning of the wave
vectors scattered from the two incident beams. No further beam super-
position is necessary. To calculate the Doppler shift, consider the
arrangement shown in Figure 7. The frequency of the scattered beam in
an arbitrarily chosen direction OS, Doppler shifted with respect to
the incident wave vector _01' can be written as
Vcl = vo - _o) • (_+ _ + _)+ _i (is
0
@ @= v° + (V cos 8 - U sin 8 - U sin _- V cos _ ) (9)
0
where v and A are the frequency _ud wavelength of the incident
O O
radiation. Similarly, the Doppler shift with respect to the incident
wave vector K02 can be written as
= +_ _ __)(_+_+_)
_c2 Vo (Zs o
0
=
0
1
+ _ (U cos 8 - U sin B + O sin
o
@ @
-vcos_). (lO)
Thus, the scattered wave along OS has two components whose frequencies
are Vcl and Vc2. When this scattered wave is incident on a photodet-
ector, the generated signal will have the frequency given by the
absolute difference of Vcl and Vc2. From equations (9) and (i0),
fc = lUcl - Uc21
2U @
= --sin - . (ii)
2
0
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It is evident from equation (ii) that the signal frequency fc is
independent of the angle _ or the spatial position of the receiving
aperture. Thus, the receiving aperture broadening
6fa_ : 0 (12)
where Aft is the solid angle subtended by the receiving aperture at the
point of velocity measurement.
The receiving aperture area can be increased to increase the
signal strength (Ps) to any desired level without increasing the
instrumental broadening of the signal. The only aperture broadening
will be due to the finite size of the transmission aperture. It can
I_U2f + V2 a @ (13)
6fa = 6fA_ = A sin _ cos _ .
O
The angle _ (or the solid angle A_) as shown in Figure 7 depends on
the spot diameter of the laser beam and the focal length of the lens
used in the transmission optics. Thus, 6f can be made quite small.
a
Equation (ii) also shows that the measured Doppler shift is a function
of velocity component U only, the direction of which is perpendicular
to the bisector of angle @ and coplaner to _01 and _02" changing
the spatial orientation of the two beams incident at 0, any one of the
three orthogonal velocity components can be measured. Alignment is
simple. Thus, the loss in heterodyning efficiency due to beam mis-
alignment is negligible since the system is less sensitive to small
mechanical vibrations. The transmission of the scattered beam through
the turbulent fluid medium does not affect the heterodyning efficiency.
be shown readily that
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Due to the small instrumental broadening of the signal, the accuracy
of measurement is higher compared to the local oscillator system.
In the following analysis, the two-incident-beamheterodyning system
will be referred to as the "symmetrical heterodyning system".
3. Signal-to-noise ratio:
Signal-to-noise ratio in ideal photomixing has been investigated
by several workers 22'35'37 and their studies reveal two important
aspects: (i) it is possible to operate a photomultiplier as an ideal
receiver, i.e., SNR at the output will be limited by that of the
incident light falling on the photocathode; and (2) if the signal
bandwidth is very small it should be possible to detect a signal
below the noise equivalent power (NEP) of the detector.
in _be betero_yning system described above, the signal-to-noise
ratio can be expressed as
is_ L
s_m = (i_)
4KT6f + 2q<id>6fR L + 2q<ib>6_ L + 2qidc6fR L + a(en2/RL)
where is is the signal current through the load resistor RL. The first
four terms in the denominator represent thermal noise, dark current
noise, stray light noise and shot noise respectively. The last term
represents the inherent noise in the signal, which determines the
maximum possible signal-to-noise ratio attainable and needs to be
considered only when the signal power Ps is quite large.
In the local oscillator heterodyning method, thermal noise, stray
light noise and dark current noise can be made insignificant compared
to the shot noise in the photomultiplier by increasing the reference
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beamintensity. Under these conditions,
SNR : C(v_, ¢, _) Ps (15)
--af£ " 1 + (PB/P)
where the constant C depends on the laser frequency _o' quantum
efficiency e, and heterodyning efficiency n. The effective bandwidth,
6f_, is determined by the instrumental signal broadening. The quanti-
ties PL and Ps are the reference beam and signal beam powers respect-
ively. When PL >> Ps'
C(_o, e, n)
s_R : • p (16)
6f_ s
as was noted previously in equation (8). In the symmetrical system,
no reference beam is used but noise supression is effected by increas-
ing the signal power itself. In this system of heterodyning the
signal power Ps can be increased by increasing the receiving aperture
area which does not affect the instrumental frequency broadening.
From equation (15), with PL = Ps'
C(v , e, n)
S_R = o . p (17)
26f S s
where 6fS is the instrumental signal line width of the symmetrical
heterodyning system. In most laboratory scale applications, 26f S will
be smaller than 6fA, resulting in a SNR value higher or equal to the
level obtained in the local oscillator system, depending on the rela-
tive values of instrumental broadening and the signal power. In
equation (17), it is observed that SNR increases with the signal power
P . The above is true until the noise in the signal becomes a limiting
s
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factor. When the signal power is high, it is this noise which deter-
mines the value of SNR in most practical cases. This quantity was
represented in the last term of the denominator of equation (14) and
was not considered in deriving equations (16) and (17). Noise in the
signal comes from different sources. Probably the major contributions
are from: (1) inefficient heterodyning arising from the misalignment
of the two incident beams and unequal intensity distribution between
the two beams; (2) coherence loss and random phase scattering; (3)
imperfections in optics and the transmission path of the incident and
the scattered beams through the dispersing and absorbing media; (4)
plasma noise and mode interference noise in the laser output; and
(5) intensity fluctuations of the laser beam.
To prevent unwanted scattered light from falling on the photo-
cathode surface, a spatial filter can be used in the receiving optics.
In the fluid flow studies, the entire path of the two incident beams
within the fluid medium is illuminated bythe scattering aerosols
present in the fluid medium. Since the effective Doppler signal
originates only from the beam intersection, scattered light from any
other portions of the beam would generate noise. A spatial filter
can minimize this background scattering radiation. The efficiency of
such a filter is better if @/2 is large, a criterion that reduces signal
beam intensity. However, a large aperture area can be used to obtain
the desired value of P .
S
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b. Laser Doppler Velocity i,_asurement Without Directional Ambiguity
D_ Using Frequency Shifted Incident Beams
The heterodyning processes described before for Doppler velocity
measurements have an ambiguity of 180 ° in the direction of velocity.
From equations (6) and (ll) it is four_d that the Doppler signal
frequency is the absolute value of the difference in frequency between
the two heterodyned wave vectors. A heterodyning system developed by
the present study eliminates this directional ambiguity by incorporating
a frequency bias so that the Doppler shift is no longer an "even"
mathematical function of the velocity measured.
If the two incident beams of the symmetrical heterodyning system
are of two slightly different frequencies, it is possible to measure
velocity without directional ambiguity. This frequency shift can be
accomplisl_ed by employing a rotating diffraction grating or a Bragg
cell. Consider a reflection grating replica mounted along the circum-
ference of a disk, which is rotated at a constant angular velocity. An
experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 8. If a laser beam is
inciaent on the diffraction grating at 90 °, the frequency of the Doppler
shifted +l order diffracted beam can be written as
o - ) - v (18)9+1
+ V
=  -sin (19)
0
_nere _o is the frequency of the incident laser beam, K s and K° repre-
sent the wave vectors of the scattered and the incident radiations
respectively, and V is the magnitude of the liner velocity of the
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rotating diffraction grating. Here _ is the angle subtended by the
first order beamwith the normal incident beam. The frequency of the
-I order beamis
V
V_l = V0 - _-- sin 8 • (20)
o
Whenthese two beamsare focused on the moving scatterer at "0"
(Figure 8), the Doppler shift measured by the detector for a velocity
component U of the moving scatterer is given by
i+ I i_ I cos _ + u)0+ sin
2U @
= + sin --
fo 7- 2 (2z)
o
where
fo = U+l - u-i
and by noting that U/I+1 = U/A_1 = U/A o. The quantity U is the velocity
in the +x direction which is in the plane of the two incident beams at
0 and perpendicular to the bisector of the angle @. For a velocity U
in the -x direction, the corresponding shift can be written as
fc- = fo I-i k+l _+i
2U @
= f - --sin -- . (22)o k 2
o
Equations (21) and (22) show that the directional ambiguity of 180 ° no
longer exists. The Doppler shift is independent of the scattering
angle (_) or the spatial position of the detector. Thus, the frequency
biasing does not affect the advantages gained using the symmetrical
system. This technique also will be equally effective in a local
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oscillator heterodyning process in eliminating the directional
ambiguity. However, a symmetrical system will have a high SNRand
a minimal instrumental spectral broadening. By cllanging the orien-
tation of the spatial position of the two incident beams, velocity
componentsalong the y and z direction can be measured in a similar
manner. The frequency bias f can be adjusted by changing the angular
O
speed of the rotating diffraction grating.
One of the annular tracks of an optical encoder disk can also
be used as a rotating grating. In the case of a reflection
grating mounted along the circumference of a disk and the laser beam
incident normal to the edge, there is an appreciable distortion of the
diffracted orders due to the finite curvature of the grating surface.
The use of an encoder disk eliminates this distortion since the laser
beam is incident normal to the face of the disk.
The loss in intensity of light in other diffracted orders, which
is considerable since only two orders are used, can be partially
eliminated by using a special blazed grating. The mechanical vibration
of the rotating grating may also cause a loss in the heterodyning
efficiency owing to the fluctuations in degree of alignment of the
two incident beams at the scattering point "0". These disadvantages
will be removed if a Bragg cell 28' h8 is used for frequency shifting,
as sllown in Figure 9. In this case an ultrasonic transducer is used
to generate a traveling acoustical wave in a water cell. When Bragg
reflection conditions h8 are satisfied, 90 percent of the incident
28
energy can be transferred to the -1 order beam. For the first
order mode the incident beam and the diffracted order are at the Bragg
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angle with the normal to the cell and the frequency shift is _ the
frequency of the acoustic wave.
C. Characteristics of the Doppler..Si_nal from Fluctuating Flow Field
I. General considerations:
The frequency shift of the Doppler signal can vary from zero to
several hundred megahertz depending on the mean velocity of the fluid
and the system parameters used. The Doppler shift will have random
fluctuations about the mean value, which increase with the relative
intensity of turbulence. Fluctuations ranging from zero to i0 percent
of the mean value are common. The rate of change of frequency may vary
from a low value to 20 kHz or higher. Thus, the frequency modulation
index _ may vary from a small fraction to several hundred, and in a
random fashion. Besides having the large static and dynamic ranges of
frequency variations and a wide variation of _, a laser Doppler signal
has an appreciable frequency spread arising from instrumental broadening.
Different causes for the instantaneous broadening of the signal have
been mentioned previously. The major sources of instrumental frequency
oroadening in a symmetrical heterodyning process are: (i) transmission
aperture broadening (6fa) ; (2) spread due to the finite lifetime of the
signal (6fT) _ and (3) frequency spread arising from the velocity gradient
present within the effective scattering volume (6fs). Of all the sources
of instrumental spectral broadening of the signal, the one which causes
the largest spread determines the total effective frequency spread (_f)
of the signal. In other words, the components of the total frequency
spread 6fa, 6fs' 6fT' etc. are not expected to be additive to comprise
the effective spread 6f.
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A typical Doppler signal is shownin Figure I0. Figure 10a shows
the finite spectrum of the signal in the frequency domain and Figure
10b showsthe finite width of the waveform in the time domain. The
velocity of the scatterer was maintained constant in the above repre-
sentations. In a non-stationary flow field, this spectrum of continuum
band of "carrier" is frequency modulated by the velocity fluctuations
of the scatterers. This multiplicity of the "carrier" frequency obviates
the use of conventional frequency discriminators in processing the
Doppler shift output without further signal conditioning.
Reduction of the instrumental broadening of the Doppler signal
will have two advantages: (1) it will increase the accuracy of the
system in turbulence structure measurement; and (2) it will increase
SNR and, hence, frequency-to-voltage conversion will be possible by a
comparatively simple method.
2. Minimization of the instrumental spread:
The aperture broadening in a symmetrical system comes fr_ the
transmission aperture. From equations (ll) and (13),
6f
a = 2 sin a @ (23)
T _ cot
e
assuming V = W = 0. Figure ii shows the effect of increasing @ for
different values of a. If Figure ll is compared with the aperture
broadening in a local oscillator heterodyning system, plotted in Figure
4, it is found that the signal broadening is appreciably less in the
sym_letrical heterodyning system. For example, consider 9 = 30° and
= 90° in the local oscillator heterodyning system. From Figure 4,
it is found that an aperture broadening of 8 percent of the center
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frequency fc is expected. In the symmetrical heterodyning system, this
scattering angle would correspond to @= 60° for the velocity component
U. The expected frequency spread is approximately one percent in this
case. The values of a/2 and A@/2considered in this examplewere 0.165°
and 1.15° respectively.
Increasing @reduces the aperture broadening and also decreases
the effective length (_) of the laser beam"probe" (sensing volume or
the effective scattering volume). This meansthat increasing @would
also result in a decrease of _fs' the frequency spread arising because
of the presence of the velocity gradient in the sensing volume. The
frequency spread arising from the finite size of the sensing volume
can be calculated by determining the effective sensitive length (4) of
the laser beam "probe" and from the expected average spatial velocity
gradient (6u cm/sec/cm) at the point of measurement. Since
8f
s
f
c U
where U represents the average velocity along the longitudinal axis (x)
of the wind tunnel. The maximum value of the spread 6f will come from
S
the spatial velocity gradient of the fluctuating velocity component u'
(=J_) along the lateral axis (y) of the wind tunnel. An expected
value of this gradient can be computed by determining the Reynolds
number (Re) and the microscale of turbulence k. For example, considering
the experimental data reported by Laufer 30 for the values of Re ranging
from 15,000 to 30,000, the spatial velocity gradient can be estimated.
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U !
m = 0.0_,
U
U = i00 ft/sec, A
Y
= 0.25 cm
(_) = 500 sec -I (25)
giving an approximate velocity gradient in the lateral direction in a
moderate intensity of turbulence. The sensitive length, £, can be
estimated assuming diffraction limited optics:
= o (26)
a @
2 sin _ sin
where _ is the wavelength of the incident laser beam.
o
From equation (24)
f g
c
(27)
Figure 12 shows the expected variation of 6f plotted against 9,
s
--1 •
assuming a velocity gradient of 500 sec in the flow field. An
increase in @ would give rise to higher values of f (equation ii)
c
and Af (frequency deviation arising from velocity fluctuations)
for a given mean velocity and turbulence intensity, thus necessitating
a larger static and dynamic frequency range of the demodulator. Further
the reflection loss from the optical window of the wind tunnel will also
increase. The nature of the variation of this reflection loss from the
optical window is shown in Figure 13 for glass and lucite windows.
Figure 14 shows the variation of 6f and 6f as a function of a/2.
a s
While the transmission aperture broadening decreases with a/2, the
spread due to the finite scattering volume increases. This is due to
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the increase in the focal volume, since the blur diameter at the focal
point increases as the aperture size in front of the lens decreases.
For a known value of @ and the average velocity gradient in the flow
field, the convergence angle a or the incident aperture diameter can be
optimizea. In Figure lh, al/2 indicates such an optimum value of the
convergence angle for @ = 60 °. The theoretically expected value of the
effective instrumental broadening of the signal due to 6f and 6f is
a s
approximately 1 percent of the center frequency.
3. Scattering volume :
In turbulence characterization, the size of the laser beam "probe '_
or the effective scattering zone within the flow field should be small
compared to the microscale of turbulence but large enough to contain
scattering particles at all times during the period of measurements.
The latter condition would provide adequate signal strength and signal
continuity in time while a reasonable concentration or aerosol is used
in the fluid medium. As mentioned earlier, a large sensing volume
introduces an appreciable spectral broadening (6fs) due to the spatial
velocity gradients.
The size of the sensing volume depends both on the transmission
and receiving optics. This is illustrated in Figure 15. The sensing
volume, where the two incident beams are crossing, can be reduced to a
minimum if diffraction limited optics are used. This is not easily
achieved in the transmission optics since a large f-number is normally
used. The blur diameter DB and the focal tolerance Az can be determined
from diffraction theory.
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fl (28)
DB = 2.hh _TT _o
Az = " _o
(29)
where D T is the transmission aperture diameter, fl is the focal length
of the lens LI and lo is the wavelength of incident radiation. If the
incident beams are crossing at 0 at an angle 9, as shown in Figure 15,
the volume of these two focused beams is
DB _ z2 ___
I x-_ + tan @V=8
j0
dydxdz
= 3 sin------@2 tan @ . (30)
The effective scattering zone is the portion of this volume intersected
by the depth of field of the imaging optics. If the receiving optics
are in the same plane and in the forward scattering direction, a
probable shape of the "probe" will be as indicated in the bottom of
Figure 15. To make the sensing volume small, the lenses L2 and L 3
should have minimum spherical aberrations. If uncorrected lenses are
used, the lateral spherical aberration would determine the effective
diameter (d) of the "probe". For example, if one chooses a plano-
convex lens for L2 to have a minimum spherical aberration, the effect-
ive diameter d can be calculated according to the third order spherical
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aberration theory. The position factor p = -I, where p is defined by
where y' is the image distance and y is the object distance considering
the reversibility of rays. The shape factor q = +l, where
r2 + rI
q=
r2 - r I
Here, rI and r2 are the radii of curvature of the first and second
surfaces of the lens with the usual sign conventions. With the above
two values, the effective diameter d will be determined by the lateral
spherical aberration.
d = SphL s (31)
where Sp is the image distance for the paraxial rays, h is the maximum
height of the rays above the optical axis, and
h2 [ n+2 n3 l
Ls = _ . I
8f23 _ [_ q2 + h(n+l)pq + (3n+2)(n-l)p 2 + n---_]
where f2 is the focal length of the lens L2, and n is the refractive
index of the glass used. From Figure 15, the following approximation
can be made.
h = R tan A@/2
and substituting these values and putting n = 1.6, equation (31) can
be written as
1.7R h tan S A_@9
2
d -- 3 (32)
f2
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where R is the distance from the center of the scattering zone to the
lens L2, A012 is the half angle subtended by the receiving aperture at
"0" and f2 is the focal length of lens L2. Figure 16 shows the effect
of variation of A0 on d. The lower limit is set by the diffraction
limit and the upper limit is set by the dimension D determined by the
transmission optics. The common diameter of the beam intersection is
D, which can be calculated from equation (28).
DB 2.44
o (33a)
D = cos(012) = 2 sin(_12) cos(912) "
Similarly, the length £ can be calculated as
2.44
O
= 2 sin(_/2) sin(9/2) " (33_)
A simple method of partial elimination of the spherical aberration
26
is to use a doublet consisting of one positive and one negative lens.
A combination of hand corrected lenses can be used for complete elimin-
ation of the spherical aberration. The latter is shown as diffraction
limit in Figure 16. The length (£) of the laser beam "probe" would
depend normally on the transmission optics since on-axis rays will
not be blocked by the spatial filter as shown in Figure 15. However,
if the optical axis of the spatial filter is tilted in a plane perpen-
dicular to the plane containing the transmission optical axis, the
effective length (_) can be further reduced. The length (£) decreases
also with the increase of the angle @. The nature of the variation of
the length £ is plotted versus @ in Figure 17. For example, if @ = 60° ,
fl = 700 mm, DT = 4 mm, DR = 40 mm and 49 = i0°, the sensing volume can
be characterized by
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= 550 microns
d = h.5 microns
considering diffraction limited optics. _%e effective sensing volume
is thus approximately 1 x 10 -8 cm 3. This volume compares favorably
with the dimension of a typical hot wire probe (wire diameter i0 microns,
length 1.5 mm, probe diameter 3 mm). Consider a uniform aerosol concen-
tration of 108 particles/cm 3 in the fluid medium; the effective volume
as calculated a0ove would roughly contain 1 to 2 particles. This
concentration insures a satisfactory signal continuity in time which
means that the frequency spread (6fT) arising due to the finite life-
time of the signal should be small. As described later, the scattering
intensity with 1 to 2 particles within the sensing volume will be
adequate for a nigh S_R. For example, using a 50 mW laser and with
the scattering angle (@/2) = 30 ° , the scattering intensity at a distance
of 50 cm from the sensing volume will be approximately 10 -7 watt particle
for an average particle diameter of 1 micron.
Consiaering a typical value of the microscale of turbulence as
1 mm, 23 the size of the effective sensing volume appears to be satis-
factory for the desired spatial resolution. However, unlike a hot wire
probe, where the effective velocity measured is the average value of
fluid velocity over the sensitive length of the wire, a laser Doppler
velocity meter generates a signal having frequency components corres-
pondin_ to the total velocity distributions present in the sensing
volume.
The foregoing discussions are based on the assumption that the
intensity distribution of the incident beams across the transmission
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apertures is constant. In practice, intensity distribution will be
Gaussian. llowever, it is found that this does not change the above
results significantly enough to warrant an exact analysis.
h. Signal lifetime:
If the aerosol concentration is low, the Doppler signal may
become discontinuous in time. This time discontinuous signal would
= 6f =give an effective frequency spread of the signal, even when 6f a s
0. The latter condition is realized when two plane parallel beams
(a = O) are crossing at angle @ and there is no spatial velocity
gradient within the sensitive scattering zone. Such a condition can
probably be achieved in a laminar fluid flow. If the aerosol concen-
tration is such that, in general, each scattering particle is crossing
the sensing volume in a discrete manner, then the signal would arrive
at the photocathode as short duration bursts. Now, if the velocity of
the particles is a function of time, such as in an oscillatory laminar
flow or turbulent fluid flow, then the accuracy of measurement of the
corresponding frequency shifts would depend on thc number of cycles
present in the time T and repetition time T . If the velocity of the
c
particles is constant, the case is analogous to the case of pulse code
modulation, where the modulated carrier can be expressed as
M(t) = KE [c°s _ t +_ sin (nk_){c n= 1 (nk_) cos (_c-n_r)t + cos (Wc+n_r)t_.(3h)
The carrier signal is represented by E cos _ t and m represents the
cm c r
repetition frequency, which in the present case will depend on the
number concentration of aerosol per cc. In the above equation k = T/t c
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and, for T << T , the effective signal bandwidth is 2/T. The nature
C
of this signal burst and the corresponding bandwidth in the frequency
domain are shown in Figure 18 for a qualitative study. In a turbulent
flow field, T will decrease with the increase of aerosol concentration
c
since the number of bursts of a given frequency (e.g. fcl, fc2' etc.)
increases. In the frequency domain, this would mean that the relative
amount of energy contained in the higher frequency range of the Doppler
signal spectrum would increase. When the scattering volume contains
more than one particle, T c approaches T, and the individual signal
bursts superimpose at a random phase, giving rise to an amplitude
modulation of the FM signal. The signal, in this case, will probably
be continuous in time. An AGC amplifier can be used to improve the
signal condition before the signal is applied to the frequency-to-
voltage converter.
In practice, however, the signal waveformwill be more complex
than the above simplified presentation. In general, the effective
frequency spread (Sf T) can be written in terms of T,
k
8fT ffi_ '
where k is a constant depending on the aerosol concentration and the
scattering process. In the symmetrical heterodyning system, with the
two incident beams crossing at an angle 9 and with a finite angle of
convergence a, the path length d of the scattering aerosol within the
sensing volume is given by equation (33). Since,
T = !
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D
2 U k sin(a/2) cos(@/2)
2. hIIhI
o
(36)
or
6fT
f
c
K' sin(a/2) cot(@/2) (37)
Comparing this expression with equation (23), it is observed that the
effect of adjusting the system parameters _ and @ would equally affect
both 6f a and 6f T. A further discussion on these two instrumental
broadenings based on the formation of an interference fringe pattern
is given in Appendix I.
The minimum aerosol concentration of the fluid medium that can be
used in turbulence characterization would depend on the maximum value
of the turbulence frequency spectrum, fm' provided the frequency-to-
voltage converter can measure the frequency of a single burst. Writing
this in terms of T , the sampling interval,
c
i__ > 2 f (38)
T - m
c
for recording the velocity fluctuations associated with the smallest
eddies of the flow field. The number of cycles present in a single
burst of duration, T, can be calculated from the effective diameter d
and the spatial frequency of the interference fringes formed in
the effective scattering zone (Appendix I).
iI_umber of cycles =
2 sin @/2 . d
o
= 7 cycles
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for @= 60 ° and A = 6328 A and d = h.5 microns. Obviously, the number
O
of cycles present in a single burst is independent of the frequency (fc)
of the Doppler shift. The time period T of the signal changes with the
particle velocity U (equation (35)) containing the same number of cycles.
5. Amplitude modulation of the Doppler signal:
As discussed previously, the amplitude of the Doppler signal fluc-
tuates since each particle scattering is a discrete process. In the
foregoing discussion it was assumed that there was uniform distribution
of homogeneous aerosol in the fluid medium. In practice, aerosol will
be heterogeneous in size, shape and concentration. This would produce
further amplitude modulation of the signal. The macro- and micro-
fluctuations of the refractive index of the turbulent fluid medium
would also cause a corresponding change in the intensity of the scat-
tered electromagnetic wave. Temporal fluctuations of the laser beam
intensity also introduce amplitude fluctuations in the signal strength.
Amplitude fluctuations greater than a certain level cause errors in the
demodulation stage. In general, it is desired to keep the fluctuation
below the level which is rejected by the frequency discriminator.
It is interesting to note that the intensity fluctuation arising
due to the density fluctuation of the turbulent fluid medium contains
information about the spatial distribution of velocity and density
fluctuations. Some correlation studies based on intensity fluctuation
spectroscopy have been reported by Bourke et al 6. Experimental work on
the measurement of density fluctuation of a turbulent fluid medium
using this method has not been reported.
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D. Aerosol D_namics and Optical Properties
Localized fluid flow measurement using a laser Doppler method
implies that there must be some scattering center present in the fluid
medium. The scattering cross section of molecules is smaller than that
of the submicron aerosol by many orders of magnitude. As a result, it
is desired that some contaminants be present in the fluid to serve as
the scattering centers. These impurities can be present naturally or
deliberately introduced into the flow system.
1. Aerosol size:
The size of the scattering aerosol suspended in the fluid medium
should be small enough to follow the turbulent fluctuations of the
fluid motion. If the particle inertia is large, such that it travels
an appreciable distance independently, the particle will not follow
the small eddies in the fluid. A measure of the particle inertia is
its stop distance,
s = T v (39)
P P
where s is the stop distance of the particle for it to come to rest
when projected into still air with velocity V . The quantity T is
P P
the relaxation time 9'15'17 of the particle, which can be defined as
the time required for a particle to acquire 63.2 percent of its final
velocity from its position of rest when suddenly subjected to a laminar
air flow of constant velocity. Neglecting Cunningham's correction
21
factor , the relaxation time can be calculated from Stokes law,
m
T = P
p 6_ r n (hO)
P
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where m is the mass of the particle, r is its radius and _ is the
P P
viscosity of air, all in cgs units. How closely a suspended aerosol
particle will follow the turbulent eddies would depend upon the ratio
of the particle stop distance to the scale of turbulence. This ratio
should be small for the particle to follow the fluid motion. In cal-
culating the stop distance of a particle placed in a turbulent flow
field, the root mean square of the turbulent velocity components should
be considered. Therefore,
s = T (hl)
P
Considering homogeneous and isotropic velocity perturbations in a
turbulent flow field, the associated rms value of the velocity fluctu-
ation can be estimated for a given Reynolds number following Kolmogorov's
23
theory. The velocity fluctuation associated with the smallest scale
of turbulence can be represented by
U
U ! __
s
s = T u' . (h2)
p s
Figure 19 shows the stop distance plotted against the particle
diameter for two values of Reynolds nut,her. From the experimental
work of Laufer 30 on the scale of turbulence in subsonic flow regions,
it appears that a stop distance of s _ I00 microns is acceptable in
turbulence characterization. A further insight to this problem can
be gained if it is considered that the relaxation time T should be
P
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compatible with the highest frequency of significance in the turbulence
energy spectrum. If one assumes a high frequency limit of 20 kHz in
turbulence fluctuation 23, the corresponding particle relaxation time
T = 5 x 10 -5 sec . (h3)
P
Obviously, the desired size of aerosol is one that will follow the
motion of an element of fluid but will not participate in the random
motion of the gas molecules. Submicron particles have an appreciable
Brownian movement. The mean square Brownian displacement of a particle
21
can be written as
Ax 2 2 R T • t (hh)
= 6w N n r
P
and the instantaneous velocity of the particle in temperature equilib-
riumwith the gas molecules
where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, t is the
time in seconds, n is the viscosity of the medium, N is Avogadro's
number, r is the radius of the particle and k is the Boltzman constant.
P
The rms amplitude of displacement for unit density spherical particle
diameter of scattering aerosol should be such that Ax 2 and s are minimum.
2. Scattering characteristics:
Evaluation of the scattering characteristics of aerosols in the
fluid medium can be made from the ilie theory if the aerosol size
distribution and the optical properties are known. For an optically
isotropic spherical particle, the intensity of the scattered beamat
angle @measured from the direction of the incident beamof intensity
I
O
21,27
can be expressed as
2
io - 8 2R 2 _l(an, bn, ap, m, @) + i2(an, bn, _p, m, @)
where R is the distance of observation. The intensity functions iI
and i2 have solutions in the form of infinite series of Bessel and
Hankel functions and Legendre polynomials of the size parameter a
2_ r P
(= --_)_ , refractive index m, and the Mie coefficients of the electric
O
and magnetic waves a and b respectively. Mie coefficients can be
n n
determined from the optical properties of the incident beam and the
aerosol.ll, 51 If the particles are separated by a distance large
compared to their average radius, scattered intensities from more
than one particle will be additive since there will be no permanent
phase relationship between the radiation scattered by two different
particles. For monodisperse aerosol, computational methods 11'50'51
are available for calculating angular Mie scattering functions (iI +
i2) , when the incident beam is unpolarized and incoherent. However,
no significant difference has been observed in scattering intensities
when an incoherent beam is replaced by a He-Ne laser beam. Scattering
characteristics of atmospheric aerosol with an incident laser beam
has been reported by Call et al.7 for different values of scattering
angle @.
For polydisperse aerosol, an approximation can be made
iI = i2
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and equation (45) can be rewritten as
2
I N A_
I(o) = o 4_2° p iI (_p, m, Q) (46)
where A_ is the solid angle subtended by the receiving aperture, I ° is
the power density of the incident beam at the scattering zone, and N
P
is the number of particles within the sensing volume. The intensity
functions i I and i 2 can be found for a wide range of ap, m, and @,
given in the NBS table of scattering functions for spherical particles. 51
To gain a physical insight of the effect of the aerosol parameters,
Mie theory can be further simplified 21' 39 for approximate calculation.
The normalized angular scattering intensity coefficient I(@), defined
by the ratio of flux scattered per unit solid angle at an angle @ from
the forward direction to the flux geometrically incident on the particle,
can be expressed as
z
I(@) = K n r
P
where K is a constant, r is the average particle radius, n is the
P
aerosol number concentration per cc, and z depends on the angle @,
aerosol size parameter a and the refractive index of the particle.
P
The value of z is empirically determined. For polydisperse aerosol in
a size range that can be used for turbulence measurement, it is expected
that z would vary widely with the radius rp, probably within the range
of values of 2 to h. Since the size distribution of aerosol generally
follows a skewed Gaussian curve, it is of interest to examine whether
the aerosol radius corresponding to the maximum number concentration
has the highest value of z. For polydisperse aerosol, it appears that
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only the higher size fractions will contribute significantly to the
total scattering intensity if z is approximately the same aerosol size
spectrum present in the fluid medium. This would effectively reduce
the adverse effect of using heterogeneous aerosol with the associated
spectrum of stop-distance values in turbulence characterization. Where
such assumptions are not valid, contributions from different size ranges
may be equally significant to the total scattering intensity. Aerosol
size distribution, in this case, should be narrow.
An estimation of the order of magnitude of the forward scattering
intensity at a distance R from the scattering volume, containing Np
particles of radius rp, can be made from the following equation.
2 _ 2
r K
I(@ = 0°) _ p s p . io . (h7a)
hR 2 X 2
O
I is the intensity of the incident beam and K is the scattering
O • S
coefficient, which is a function of the refractive index m and the
size parameter a of the aerosol. For water mist particles with radii
P
in a size range of 0.5 micron to 1 micron, K has an approximate value
S
of 2 for k = 6328 A. For @ in the range of 1 to 2° , r = 0.5 micron,
o p
K s = 2, R = 50 cm, ko = 6328 _, and an incident laser beam power of
30 mW focused to an airy disk diameter of 100 microns, the scattered
intensity per particle is
I(@ = 0°) = 2.h x 10 -4 watts/particle •
If @ = 30 °, I(@) is expected to be reduced by about three orders of
magnitude. The expected scattering intensity will be
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I(30 °) = 2.h x i0-7 watts/particle . (hTb)
Equation (hT) shows that scattering intensity varies as the fourth
power to the radius rp, which indicates that only the larger size
fractions of aerosol are of primary importance in scattering intensity.
The assumption that the scattered intensity is N times that scattered
P
by a single particle is valid for a dilute aerosol. In general, a
large particulate concentration and a small scattering angle are
desirable for a high scattering intensity. The last requirement cannot
be met easily since it is contrary to the other criteria discussed
previously.
3. Aerosol concentration
Particulate concentration should be sufficiently high for a high
SNR and a low 6f T. However, energy removed from the incident and the
scattered beam will also increase in direct proportion to the value
of n. Further, a large aerosol concentration would effectively produce
more heterogeneous aerosol due to a higher coagulation rate. Aerosol
coagulation is a spontaneous process and its rate is proportional to
the square of the concentration.
K
dn= o 2
d-_ - -_ n (h8)
where n is the number of particles per unit volume (instantaneous
concentration) and K is the rate constant for still air. The rate
o
constant increases appreciably with turbulence. Thus, a fairly mono-
disperse aerosol will become polydisperse in a short residence time
due to coagulation if n is large.
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h. Generation of aerosol:
The type of aerosol to be used for scattering purposes would
depend on the physical properties of the fluid medium and on the flow
system. The generation of a fairly monodisperse aerosol by dispersion
of powders is quite difficult for the size range of present interest.
One of the commonly used devices for generation of solid aerosol is
the Wright dust feed mechanism 21 which uses dry compressed air for
dispersion. Well-fractionated solid powders can be used. If the
generator is followed by an ilutriator, a suitable size range can be
picked up for scattering aerosol. Aerosol generation by an atomizer
nozzle of a modified Laskin 33' 38 type can be used for generating
liquid droplets in a size range of 0.2 to 3 microns diameter. Fairly
uniform submicron aerosol (0.3 to 0.8 micron mass median diameter) of
dioctyl-phthalate can be generated using this generator. The aerosol
output rate can be varied widely by controlling the number of the
atomizer nozzles and the applied pressure. Use of dioctyl-phthalate
or water droplets is advantageous because of minimum cleaning and
corrosion problems in optical windows and in wind tunnel equipment.
Smoke or metal oxide fumes can be used but are not very desirable
because of their corrosive properties and difficulties in continuous
generation. Submicron solid aerosol can be generated by atomizing
an aqueous solution of uranine (disodium salt of flourescein) in a
nebulizer and subsequent drying of the aerosol. Similar methods are
available for generating sodium chloride and stearic acid aerosols.
'l_e generated aerosol preferably should be non-toxic and have a low
electrostatic charge.
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A. Laser Output Power and Wavelength
The previous discussions on the scattering characteristics indicate
that the power of the incident laser beam (P) should be high and the
o
wavelength (_o) of radiation should be small. Intensity of the
scattered beam is directly proportional to that of the incident beam
and inversely proportional to the square of the wavelength. Further,
the quantum efficiency of the photomultiplier increases considerably
with the decrease of wavelength in the region of 7000 to 4000 A. For
instance, an RCA 7265 photomultiplier having S-20 response has a quantum
efficiency of approximately 5.9 percent at 6328 A which increases to ll
percent if the green wavelength of a cw argon laser is used. The quantum
efficiency of a RCA h526 is typically double that available from the S-20
PM tubes in this wavelength regions.
The use of a cw argon ion laser has the advantage of: (i) high
power handling capacity; (2) higher scattering coefficient; and
(3) higher quantum efficiency of the detector. However, compared to
a cw He-Ne laser, an argon laser has appreciably more noise in the low
frequency spectrum of the Doppler frequency shift. The signal-to-noise
ratio is limited by this noise which arises primarily from the plasma
and mode instabilities of the argon laser. However, single frequency
operation under optimum conditions would increase the SNR considerably. 25
F. Coherence Loss and Random Phase Scattering
The optical path of the incident beams and the scattered beam in a
turbulent medium would give rise to a loss of coherence due to the
inhomogeneities of the refractive index. Further, there is a loss of
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coherence in the scattering process. The density fluctuations of the
fluid medium affect the geometry of the focal spot. The aerosol
particles cross the sensing volume in a random fashion. The emanated
signal consists of a wave train of random phase. These factors cause
appreciable decrease of signal-to-noise ratio.
G. Effect of Path Difference
For a maximum possible heterodyning efficiency, the path length
difference AL between the two incident beams should be zero. Deviation
from this will cause loss in the heterodyning efficiency depending on
the coherence length of the laser. It has been experimentally observed 2
that the heterodyning efficiency varies with the path length difference
as shown in Figure 20. The path length difference AL can be made equal
to 2nLwithout appreciable loss of heterodyning efficiency. Thus, in
general
2nL - CI < AL < 2nL + CI
where C1 is the coherence length of the laser, L is its cavity length,
and n is an integer; n = O, I, 2, 3, • • • .
H. Frequency-to-Voltage Conversion of the Doppler Signal in Turbulence
Characterization
i. Frequency demodulation:
The application of a laser Doppler velocity meter in the character-
ization of a turbulent flow field requires recording of the temporal
fluctuation of frequency of the Doppler signal. The range of the
frequency deviations from the mean value and the rate of change of
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frequency depend directly on the velocity fluctuations of an element
of fluid at the point of observation. Analog conversion of the Doppler
frequency shift to voltage is desirable for discerning the statistical
properties of the flow field. The resulting voltage variations propor-
tional to the instantaneous velocity can be conveniently analyzed by
analog or digital methods. Although the approach is straightforward,
its use is greatly limited because of the lack of a simple and conven-
ient analog conversion method that can process the Doppler signal.
In general, three analog conversion methods appear feasible: (1)
the use of ratio detectors or pulse counting type frequency discrimin-
ators with a large bandwidth; (2) phase-locked loop demodulators; and
(3) envelope detection and frequency tracking by FM feedback demodula-
tion. It is desirable that the conversion device be simple, easy to
operate and economic so as to make the laser Doppler technique an
efficient and attractive tool for turbulent studies both in the sub-
sonic and supersonic regions.
Conventional ratio detectors used in FM demodulations do not have
a frequency range sufficiently wide to encompass Doppler signal excur-
sions in the frequency domain. A Q-spoiled ratio detector with a wide
deviation range can be used if the signal-to-noise ratio is high and
the turbulent intensity is low. Under these conditions and if the
instrumental frequency spread is low, a pulse counting type of frequency
discriminator can be used. A cross-correlation technique of noise
elimination and frequency conversion, as used in the correlation-Doppler
radar system, although feasible, is not readily applicable to the
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present problem because of the higher modulation frequency involved.
Unless suitable signal conditioning is performed, the above methods
are not satisfactory in turbulence characterization. The primary
disadvantage comes from the fact that the Doppler signal has a finite
instantaneous frequency spread and a large modulation index. This
requires a high level of SNR as discussed below.
2. SNR and bandwidth consideration:
As mentioned earlier, the FM signal from a turbulent flow field
will have a varying modulation index. Since the average value of B
would be large (8 >> i) the bandwidth approaches 2Af, where Af is the
frequency deviation corresponding to the velocity fluctuation. In
general, this frequency deviation will be large, since
Af AU
f u " (_9)
C
Such a wide bandwidth is advantageous to a FM system provided the SNR
of the carrier (Sc/Nc) is high. The SNR value is quite critical since
the noise output to the receiver increases in direct proportion to its
detection bandwidth. In the present case the effective bandwidth is
large, but Sc/N c is limited by the instrumental frequency spread of
the Doppler signal. Unless the carrier signal-to-noise ratio is above
a threshold value _4'_5, demodulation becomes extremely noisy. For
example, if 8 = 4, the critical value of the slgnal-to-noise ratio is
15 dB. In an FM receiver the output signal-to-noise ratio falls off
rapidly if the strength of the input signal is below a threshold level.
When these threshold conditions are met, there is a considerable
improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio of the demodulated output
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with respect to the input SNR. The Doppler signal from a turbulent
flow field should have a SNR above the threshold value. The threshold
value in the present case is a function of the modulation index and
the instrumental frequency broadening (gf). A probable range of this
threshold value is 13 to 20 dB.
It is imperative that all the system parameters be optimized to
obtain a maximum possible value of SNR. However, because of the signal
generation process involved in a particular application of the laser
Doppler method, the maximum value of SNR obtainable may be lower than
the threshold limit. To lower the threshold level it is necessary to
lower the bandwidth and the noise figure of the demodulator. Since
the latter is generally fixed, reduction of the bandwidth offers a
solution. It is evident that distortion will result if the receiver
bandwidth is smaller than the effective bandwidth of the signal.
However, if the demodulator has a narrow instantaneous bandwidth but
is capable of tracking the signal frequency over a wide range, thresh-
old reduction is possible.
Two techniques are available for bandwidth reduction or threshold
extension: (i) phase-locked loop detection; and (2) envelope detection
and frequency tracking by FM feedback demodulation. The second system,
which is rather a logical improvement of the first method, is efficient
but more complex. In the present studies, a phase-locked loop detector
has been used.
The FM demodulation process accentuates the high frequency noise
components. It is therefore preferable to pass the Doppler signal
through a high pass filter for preemphasis of the higher frequency
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signal components. A high pass filter will also eliminate the Doppler
spectrum around "zero" frequency (Appendix I). A low pass filter, with
a cutoff frequency higher than the maximum frequency of signal excur-
sion, will minimize high frequency noise. Thus, a bandpass filter is
desirable for signal processing before the signal is applied to the
demodulator stage.
3. Phase-locked loop:
A block diagram of the phase-locked loop is shown in Figure 21.
The loop consists of a phase comparator, a low pass filter, adc ampli-
fier and a voltage controlled oscillator. The basic operation of the
loop has been well described in the literature.18'34 The FM signal is
applied to the phase comparator. The phase comparator output is pro-
portional to the cosine of the error phase angle. Basically, the phase
comparator performs the integration (l/S) for converting frequency
difference to phas_ difference. If the input is represented as
Ei sin(_ct + _i(t)) and the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) output
as E° coS(mct + Co(t)) then the output of the phase comparator is
Vc = KI cos E_i(t)- _o(t_
where KI is the sensitivity of the phase cemparator. This output is
passed through a low pass filter (F(S)) which rejects the high frequency
error components and enhances the interference rejection. The output
voltage of the low pass filter can be represented by an error voltage
e(t), where
K1 cos K@i(t) - _o(t)_ .e(t) h(t)
I
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Equation (50) represents a convolution of the impulse response h(t) of
the filter and the output of the phase comparator. Assuming the VCO
output frequency m ° is a linear function of the error voltage input,
= + _Z 2 e(t) (50)Wo _c
where K 2 is the sensitivity of the VCO in radians/sec/volt and N is
the gain of the amplifier. It is assumed that the center frequency
of the incoming signal is within the locking range of the loop.
c
The integration process (I/S) in the phase comparator results in
a zero steady state error between the frequencies of the input signal
and the VCO output. When the VCO output frequency is equal to the
input signal frequency, the system is said to be locked. The maximum
frequency deviation of the input for which the system still remains
locked is known as the lock range. The capture range is defined as
the range of input frequency to which the VCO can be synchronized
automatically, when initially in the unlocked state. The capture
range cannot be larger than the lock range, but can be smaller. The
two ranges coincide when the low pass filter allows all of the low
frequency components to pass unattenuated but rejects the high frequency
components of the phase comparator output.
In the case of the Doppler signal from the turbulent flow field,
since occasional signal dropouts are expected, both the locking range
and the capture range should be high. Therefore, a higher cutoff
frequency of the low pass filter is desired. This, however, increases
the instantaneous bandwidth of the receiver and, thus, is less effect-
ive in decreasing the threshold level. A compromise is therefore
necessary.
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The concept of phase-locked loop for FM demodulation has been
known since the early 1930's. However, the construction of a phase-
locked loop with a wide frequency range was difficult because of the
complexity involved in making this device from discrete circuit com-
ponents. However, many of these practical difficulties have been
removed by the recent availability of the phase-locked loop device as
a single integrated circuit capable of wide range frequency demodula-
tion.
When the signal-to-noise ratio of the Doppler signal is low, a
larger amount of threshold extension may be required. In such a case,
FM feedback technique for threshold extension will be required. Prac-
tics/ extension limits are a function of frequency deviation, modula-
tion frequency, filter bandwidth and the feedback process.
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IV. EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Symmetrical Heterod_ning System
Three types of scattering processes were studied in the present
investigation: (1) surface scattering; (2) solid volume scattering; and
(3) fluid medium (air) with scattering aerosol. In this section, exper-
iments primarily on the development of the heterodyning process, fre-
quency-to-voltage conversion method, and system optimization are
described. The application of the laser Doppler velocity meter to the
characterization of turbulence is described later. A list of major
components and equipment used in these studies is given in Appendix II.
Two experimental setups, shown in Figures 5 and 7, were used to
study the relative merits of the symmetrical heterodyning system com-
pared to the local oscillator process. In both of these experiments,
a one-dimensional velocity measuring system using back scattered light
from a rotating disk was used. A Spectra Physics, Model 125 He-Ne
laser with rated output of 50 mW and wavelength of 6328 A was used.
The detector used was a RCA h526 photomultiplier, which had a dark
current of 2 nA at room temperature. A 50 ohm load resistor was used
and the output of the PM tube was fed to a Singer Metrics spectrum
analyzer through a wide band amplifier. The amplifier used was a C-COR
amplifier having a 200 MHz bandwidth. The disk was painted with fairly
uniform 20 micron diameter white pigment particles and was driven by a
synchronous motor. The velocity of the scattering point could be
adjusted from l0 to 30 meters per second.
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The frequency spread in both heterodyning systems was measured
for constant velocity of the scatterer. Measurements were made at the
half power points using the spectrum analyzer display. SNR measure-
ments were also made using the spectrum analyzer. Experimental data
on instrumental spectral broadening are plotted in Figure 22 for the
two systems. The frequency spread of the Doppler signal in the
symmetrical heterodyning system did not increase with the size of the
receiving aperture. In the case of local oscillator heterodyning, the
frequency spread increased with the aperture diameter. These results
were in accordance with the theoretical expectations.
The major contribution to the signal spread in a symmetrical
system comes from the transmission aperture. Figure 23 shows the
variation of 6f with the transmission aperture diameter. The local
a
oscillator heterodyning system will show a similar variation except
that the minimum value of the spread will be higher due to the large
value of 6fA_. The aperture diameter used in the transmission beam
was maintained at _ mm in both systems during all other experiments.
The signal-to-nolse ratios are plotted in Figure 2_ for the two
systems as a function of signal strength, P . All other parameters,
S
such as a and A_, were kept constant. In the local oscillator hetero-
dyning system, the reference beam intensity was adjusted each time to
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. In this experiment, the receiving
aperture diameter was maintained small. As expected, the maximum value
of SNR in both systems is approximately the same. The symmetrical
system always gave higher SNR values due to a low 6f and a better
a
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heterodyning efficiency. The maximum value of signal-to-noise ratio
that could be obtained using the surface scatterer was approximately
45 d3 in the symmetrical system. Some typical values of SNR and
instrumental frequency spread are given in Table I. For a comparative
study, the heterodyning system developed by Bond 5 was also employed
for SNR measurements. Figure 6 shows an experimental arrangement
where two scattered beams are used. In all heterodyning systems, SNR
and 6f depend on the system parameters used. If the intensity of the
scattered beam at the receiving aperture is large, a small aperture
can be used and all three systems give comparable values of SNR and 6f.
The symmetrical system would be preferred if the scattered inten-
sity is low, but the signal maybe increased by employing large values
of An, since 6f will be appreciably smaller as compared to the other
a
two cases. The symmetrical system also possesses less critical optical
alignment procedures. In the case where the distance between the scat-
tering centers and the receiver is large and the intensity of the scat-
tered beam is low, a reasonably large receiver aperture area will not
make a large AR and, consequently, 6f will not be significant. Here,
a
the local oscillator process would be a preferred choice for hetero-
dyning.
Since it is desired that in a laser Doppler system SNR should be
high and 6f should be low, it is possible to define a dimensionless
quantity Qs relating these two parameters. Designating this as the
"figure of merit" of the heterodyning system, the following expression
may be written:
Qs = SNR(power ratio)/(gf/fc)
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2
which is evaluated at a scattered beam intensity of s watts per cm
per second at a unit distance from the scattering center and in the
direction of the receiving aperture. For a comparative study between
the heterodyning systems, measurements of Qs were made on the equal
intensity scattered lobe, i.e., constant s, since SNR depends on the
total signal power falling on the photocathode. Figure 25 shows a plot
of Qs versus Ps for the two heterodyning systems. This plot clearly
shows that, as long as P can be increased by increasing the receiving
S
10 -10
aperture so that P is greater than 1 x watt, the symmetrical
S
system will be more advantageous. Below this level, the local oscilla-
tor heterodyning system may give better SNR values. The value of Qs
decreases in the local oscillator heterodyning system as the scattering
intensity decreases, whereas in the symmetrical heterodyning system, Qs
does not change with the scattering intensity (for constant Ps ) since
in the latter case SNR and 6f are not affected by the size of the
a
receiving aperture.
B. Measurement of the Instrumental Spread Due to the Finite Sampling
Volume
To examine the relative magnitude of the instrumental spread, 6fs,
arising from the finite sensing volume compared to the aperture broad-
ening 6fa, experiments with known values of spatial velocity gradients
were carried out. Two scattering systems were chosen. In one system,
a rotating surface scattering disk was used, where there is a velocity
gradient along the radial direction from the center of the disk. When
the two incident beams are focused on the scattering disk such that the
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bisector of the angle @ is normal to the disk surface, the velocity
gradient is along the blur diameter D B of the focal spot of the beam
(Figure 26). The experimental arrangement was the same as shown in
Figure 7. If the point of velocity measurement is at a distance r
from the center of the surface scattering disk, the center frequency
f corresponds to the velocity _r, where _ is the angular velocity of
c
the disk. If the characteristic diameter of the sensing volume is d
(d = DB) , the expected frequency spread 6fsd will be, from equation
(33a),
6fsd d 2.24 Ao
f r
c 2r sin-
2
which is independent of the angular speed of the motor shaft.
The second experiment was carried out to measure the frequency
spread arising from the effective length £ of the laser beam "probe".
A volume scatterer was used in the experimental arrangement shown in
Figure 27. The disk was made of clear transparent silicone compound
(GE RTV-615 Silicone Potting Compound with one percent curing agent)
to which white pigment particles were added to act as scattering
centers within the solid volume scatterer. The disk was rotated about
a vertical axis and the two incident beams were focused inside the
volume scatterer. The velocity gradient existed only along the length
£ of the sensing volume. The expected frequency spread can be written
from equation (33b),
6fs£ £ 2.4h X°
@
fc r 2r sin _ sin
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where r is the radial distance measured from the axis of rotation to
the point of measurement.
Table II presents the total frequency spread measured in each
case. In this set of experiments 6f remained the same. The primary
a
objective was to determine whether or not the total instrumental
spectral broadening is effectively determined by one of its components
which has the largest magnitude. The effective frequency spread is not
expected to be the algebraic sum of the components of each different
spread, such as 6fa, 6fs and 6f T . However, it was neither possible to
devise an experiment where the instrumental frequency spread would
come from a single source, while the other sources contribute no
frequency spread, nor was it possible to measure the individual compo-
nents of the effective frequency spread while contribution came from
more than one source.
The experimental results show that the effective spread was
determined by the aperture broadening which had the largest magnitude
in the present case. A slight increase of frequency spread in the case
of the volume scatterer was probably caused by the fluctuation of the
angular speed of the motor shaft. The volume scatterer was driven by
a low speed air-driven motor and a high speed synchronous motor was
used with the surface scattering disk.
Figure 28 shows the intensity versus distance plot as the rotating
silicone rubber disk was moved along the optical axis in the region of
the focal point. Maximum intensity was reached when the beam was
focused at the edge of the disk (air-silicone rubber interface). This
interface corresponds to the Ax = 0 point. When the disk was moved
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away from this point, the intensity declined as shown in the right
half of the plot (Ax positive). The rate of fall of intensity was not
very sharp because of the fact that the outer surface of the disk was
not perfectly spherical and concentric. In this case the scattering
particles were moving out of the sensing volume. When the disk was
moved toward the transmission optics (Ax negative) the sensing volume
moved inside the silicone rubber disk. The intensity declined again
because of the absorption of light in the scattering medium.
C. Velocity Measurement Without Directional Ambiguity
The experimental arrangement used to measure velocity without the
directional ambiguity of 180 ° is shown in Figure 8. The output beam
from a 50 mW He-Ne laser is incident upon a reflection grating mounted
along the edge of a large diameter lucite disk. The disk was rotated
at a constant angular speed which was adjustable. The two first orders
of the diffracted beams were used as the two incident beams of the
symmetrical heterodyning system. The two beams were focused at the
point "0" on the front surface of the surface scattering disk. The
motor and the disk assembly was movable in a vertical plane so that
the point "0" moved in a vertical line on the surface scatterer. The
velocity of the scattering particles at the point "0" can be changed
in magnitude and in sign, with reference to a given x-direction, by
shifting the point of measurement above or below the horizontal line
passing through the center of the disk.
When the surface scattering disk is stationary (U = 0) and the
two incident beams have different frequencies, a Doppler signal of
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frequency f is generated. As the angular speed of the rotating
o
diffraction grating was increased, f was found to increase as expected
o
from the theory. The speed was adjusted so that the frequency bias
f = 6.0 MHz. The angle 8 between the first order and the zero order
o
was measured and it was found to be 19.31 ° •
The surface scattering disk was then rotated at a constant angular
speed. As the point of measurement "0" was moved along a vertical llne
on the surface of the scattering disk, the Doppler signal frequency was
shifting above or below f depending on the direction of the linear
o
velocity U. In Figure 29, the observed frequency shifts were plotted
along with the theoretically expected curve. An excellent agreement
between these shows that the method is readily applicable to any
system where the velocity may change its direction.
Similar frequency biasing was also obtained by using an encoder
disk with its outermost track having a spatial frequency of i00 lines
per ram. The disk was mounted on a movable shaft which was driven by
an air motor. A photograph of this device is shown in Figure 30. The
diameter of the outer track of the encoder disk was 9 inches. The
rotating encoder disk system was found to be an efficient method for
a continuous variation of the frequency bias f in a low frequency
o
range without any appreciable vibration problem.
In general, this technique is applicable to any system where the
direction of velocity is unknown. The present work is primarily aimed
at measuring two-point cross correlation of velocity in turbulent flow
fields. The velocity component along the channel axis has a non-zero
average component while the velocity components along the other two
-6_-
orthogonal coordinates have fluctuations in velocity about the zero dc
component. If the positive and negative directions are not resolved,
the velocity versus time plot will be folded about the zero velocity
axis. This method also can be used with advantage where a frequency
translation is desirable in the Doppler frequency shift measurement.
D. System Optimization
Experiments on the minimization of the instrumental spectral
broadening and the improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio were
performed. Both surface scattering experiments and the fluid flow
studies were employed in this investigation. The effect of the system
parameters, such as a and @ as well as the size and concentration of
aerosol to be used, were studied. A spatial filter was designed and
incorporated in the system for minimization of background radiation.
i. Measurement of small instrumental broadening:
The experimental setup used to obtain a minimum possible value of
6f and a maximum SNR is shown in Figure 31. The angle @ was varied by
changing the spatial orientation of the incident beams. The value of
a was varied by using lenses of different focal length for L I. When
the instrumental frequency spread was below 50 kHz, the spectrum ana-
lyzer could not be used for an accurate measurement of the frequency
spread 6f, because of the spectrum analyzer low resolution limit
(= 50 kHz). A communication receiver, Hallicrafter Model $76, was used
for frequency bandwidth measurement with a high resolution. The
instrument has a high sensitivity and an operating range from 538 kHz
to 34 MHz. Selectivity of 500 Hz or better was obtainable. For the
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calibration of its bandspread dial at any frequency range of measure-
ment, a precision, crystal controlled beat frequency signal generator
(Philco Corporation, Signal Corps Frequency Meter BC-221-E) was used.
The carrier level meter of the communication receiver was calibrated
with an RF signal generator from which RF signals of known amplitude
were applied to the receiver and the receiver output meter reading
was noted.
The accuracy of bandwidth measurement was greatly improved by the
use of this communication receiver compared to the spectrum analyzer
measurements. For example, the two spectrum analyzer displays in
Figure 32 show the Doppler signal spectrum and an RF signal from an
oscillator. The center frequency in both cases was maintained nearly
equal. The analyzer sweep width was the same in both displays.
Although the bandwidth of the Doppler signal is appreciably larger
than the oscillator output, measurements of the width of the Doppler
signal are quite difficult due to the resolution limit of the spectrum
analyzer. When the same two inputs were analyzed by the communication
receiver, the expected large difference in their frequency spectra was
observed. Frequency spectra for the two signals are shown in Figure 33.
A communication receiver also can be used with advantage for measuring
the frequency bandwidth of the Doppler signal arising from the velocity
fluctuations in the fluid flow.
Measured values of 6f agreed well with the theoretically expected
values of 6f a (transmission aperture broadening) as long as 6f was
a
greater than the magnitude of the other instrumental frequency spreads,
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8f (instrumental frequency spread arising from spatial velocity gradient)
s
and 6f T (instrumental frequency spread arising from finite signal lifetime).
Since botn 8f s and 6f T were present in the system, the measured lower limit
of the instrumental broadening was set by the above two sources when 6f
a
was minimized. Some typical values of the measured frequency spread, 6f,
are given in Table III along with the theoretically expected values of the
aperture broadening. In general, the measured values of the frequency
spread _ere lower than the computed values. This discrepancy can be
explained by the fact that theoretical calculations were based on the
assumption that the laser beam intensity distribution across the trans-
mission aperture is constant.
To examine the effect of time-discontinuous signal on the Doppler
spectru_measurement by the communication receiver, a slotted surface
scattering disk was used to generate a Doppler signal. The experimental
arrangement is shown in Figure 32 and the measured frequency spectrum is
sho_m in Figure 35.
2. Spatial filtering:
To prevent background scattered light from falling on the photo-
cathode, a spatial filter was used, as shown in Figure 15. For deter-
mining its spatial resolution, a translucent scattering sheet, 175 microns
thick, was positioned and moved in the effective scattering zone along
and perpendicular to the receiving optical axis. The relative intensity
of light falling on the photomultiplier was plotted against the displace-
ment (A_) in mm of the translucent surface from the center of the sensing
volume. Two simple lenses were used in this spatial filter along with a
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TABLE III
Effect of System Parameters on Instrumental Frequency Spread
sin a/2
sin @/2 6f/f c x 100% 6f/f c x 100% SNR
Calculated Observed dB
0.oo28
o.oo4o
0.0075
0.0143
0.0143
0.1500 1.82 0.8 30
0.5736 0.57 0.5 30
0.0750 4.90 3.8 31
0.2436 5.72 l.h 30
0.1398 10.13 4.3 28
Referred to half-power points
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pinhole. Figure 36 shows the dependence of the optical spatial filter-
ing efficiency on the incident beam geometry (9 and _).
The relative intensity versus distance plot shows the resolution along
_he receiving optical axis or the depth of longitudinal focal tolerance (£).
Figure 37 shows the improvement of the resolution when the receiving
optical axis is tilted by an angle of 30° in the vertical plane. Obviously,
this improved resolution was gained with the sacrifice of the scattering
intensity. Figure 38 shows the spatial resolution in the direction perpen-
dicular to the optical axis and in the focal plane. This plot gives a
measure of d, the characteristic diameter of the sensing volume (Figure 15).
As expected, the transverse focal tolerance (d) is smaller than the longi-
tudinal tolerance (£). Better spatial filtering will be obtained if dif-
fraction limited optics are used. It appears that the use of corrected
optical components, to obtain better spatial resolution and a high SNR, is
desirable in the characterization of the structure of turbulent fluid flow.
E. Aerosol Generation and Measurement of the Scatterin5 Intensity as a
Function of Scattering Angle
i. Aerosol generation:
Three types of aerosol were used in the fluid flow studies: (i) talcum
powder dispersed by a Wright dust feed mechanism; (2) water mist produced
by injecting steam at the upstream end of a duct through which air at room
temperature was drawn by a blower connected at the end of the duct; and
(3) dioctyl-phthalate (DOP) aerosol generated by an atomizer nozzle assembly.
The dioctyl-phthalate aerosol generator was found to be most satisfactory
for continuous operation and in producing sub-micron aerosol. The generator
was made according to the design of Parrish and Schneider. 38 A photograph
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of the D0P aerosol generator and a schematic diagram of one of its nozzles
are shown in Figure 39a and 39b respectively. From the design consideration
of this generator, it is expected that the particle size will have a mass
median diameter of approximately 0.8 micron. 38
2. Measurement of scattering intensity:
46
A wide angle optical spectrum analyzer was used to measure the
scattering intensity as a function of the scattering angle. _"_neexperi-
mental arrangement is shown in Figure 40. DOP aerosol was used for the
scattering measurement. The relative scattering intensity is plotted
against the scattering angle 9 in Figure 41. It may be noted here that
a 30 ° scattering angle corresponds to an angle of 60° between the two
incident beams used in the symmetrical heterodyning system.
F. Frequency-To-Voltage Conversion
In the process of developing a suitable frequency-to-voltage conver-
sion device, three types of FM demodulators were studied: (1) ratio
detector, (2) frequency meter discriminator and (3) phase-locked loop
detector.
1. Ratio detector:
A ratio detector was made with its effective bandwidth widened by
using a Q-spoiling load resistor. Its effective bandwidth was approxi-
mately 700 kHz with the center frequency around 13 _iz. The characteris-
tic curve of this ratio detector is shown in Figure hl. A mixer was used
to translate the Doppler signal spectrum to the frequency range of
operation of the ratio detector. It was observed that, if the signal-to-
noise ratio is 20 dB or higher and the instrumental frequency spread is
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below 50 k}iz, such a ratio detector can be used for turbulent intensity
nleasurement. In general, the performance of the ratio detector in Doppler
signal processing was not satisfactory. This was expected since signal-
to-noise ratio of the Doppler signal was below the threshold level.
2. Frequency meter discriminator:
A Hewlett-Packard frequency meter discriminator was used for Doppler
signal demodulation. The instrument has a linear dynamic range from
several hertz to i0 :_[z and is capable of wide deviation range FM demodu-
lation. The instrument can be used to read the frequency input (fc) and
its output can be fed through a low pass filter to give the demodulated
signal. The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 43. The instru-
ment operation was found satisfactory when tested with a simulated signal
which was a time-discontinuous frequency modulated rf output but without
any instrumental spread. In the case of Doppler signal demodulation, the
demodulated output was extremely noisy, which was apparently caused by
the characteristic instantaneous frequency broadening of the Doppler
signal. The Doppler signal was passed through a band pass filter having
a pass band wide enough to pass the Doppler signal spectrum. Table IV
shows several typical readings of the frequency meter along with the
center frequency reading of the Doppler signal measured by the spectrum
analyzer. It was observed that when the instrumental frequency spread
was high the frequency meter reading lagged the true frequency reading.
This lag was expected since the Schmitt trigger circuit at the input of
the frequency meter was disabled by the presence of a large instrumental
frequency broadening. The above experiment was perforated using laminar
fluid flow and rotating surface scattering disk.
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TABLE IV
Effect of the Instrumental Frequency Spread of the Doppler Signal
on Frequency Meter Operation
S@ectrum analyzer
reading
fc
SNR 6ff-_x 100% Frequency meter .
dB reading System used
3.5 MHz
2.5 _z
750 EHz
250 _Hz
5.0 _,_z
2.5 l,_z
3o l.O 3.5 M_z (l)
l.O 2.5 _'vmz (l)
z5 z.o 75o KHz (2)
Z5 1.0 250 KHz (2)
20 8.3 4.1 MHz (i)
2o 8.3 3.5 MHz (l)
20 8.3 2.3 MHz (i)
(i) Surface scattering disk
(2) Laminar air flow
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±o observe the performance of this frequency meter in an oscillating
flow field of kno_,_ frequency, a flow modulator, schematically shown in
Figure hh, was constructed. The bleed port of the flow modulator faces
a slowly rotating alu_linum disk which has different sized openings.
The flow output from the nozzle can be modulated at a known low frequency.
The flow can be maintained within the laminar flow regions if the Reynolds
number is small. The flow field was observed by studying the schlieren
image. A szhlieren photograph of the laminar oscillatory jet is shown
in Figure h5. Figure h6 sho_m a record of the demodulated output of the
frequency meter plotted against time for steady and oscillatory flows.
However, when a Doppler signal from a turbulent flow field was applied,
the modulated signal was noisy and, in general, was not satisfactory.
This was expected from the fact that the input SNR was below the threshold
value and the instrumental frequency spread was considerably higher than
the value that could be used in such a system for frequency demodulation.
An AGC amplifier was built for reducing the adverse effect on FM
detection due to the amplitude fluctuation of the signal. The schematic
circuit diagram is shown in Figure hT. Automatic gain control was
effective when the frequency of amplitude fluctuation was low and the
frequency spread (gf T) due to signal dropouts was negligible.
3. Phase-locked loop detector:
%_o phase locked loop detectors were made using Signetics NE 561B
PLL integrated circuits. A schematic diagram of one of the detectors
is shown in Figure 28. The demodulated output is fed to an active low
pass filter to reject the high frequency noise arising from occasional
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signal dropouts. The output of the filter can be directly recorded by a
magnetic tape recorder for later processing of the signal or connected
directly to an analog correlator. A Sony_bdel TC-355 audio tape
recoraer was used. The frequency response of the tape recorder is flat
from 20 nz to 22 kHz at 7.5 inches per secondtape speed. The high
frequency response was adequate comparedto the maximumturbulence
frequez_cyexpected in subsonic air flow fields. At low Reynolds numbers,
whenthe frequency of turbulence has componentsbelow 20 Hz, the signal
could not be recorded on a magnetic tape without attenuation. To obviate
this difficulty, an _4 modulator was incorporated in the D4 detection
unit. A 15 kHz signal from an audio oscillator was modulated by the low
frequency turbulence signal which could be recorded on magnetic tape
using the audio ta_e recorder. An _4 demodulator was used to retrieve
the signs/ for further processing.
Figures 49 and 50 show an interior view and the external controls
of the phase-locked loop detector, respectively. The demodulator was
calibrated using a Fil generator _lich could be operated at different
carrier frequencies and with a modulation frequency which was adjust-
able within the auaio frequency range. Since the present work is
primarily on low frequency turbulence, HIC 1 values used in the filter
of the phase-locKed loop demodulator were selected for low modulation
frequency. It was found that the demodulator output was linearly
related to the s.mplitude of the modulating signa.i in the frequency
range 0 to 6 khz. Figure 51 is a calibration curve showing the relation-
ship between tile amplitude of the input sinusoidal modulation with the
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output voltage variation. The circuit also was tested with a Doppler
signal from low frequency turbulence. Since a fully developed turbulent
flow at a i_igh i<eynolds n_nber could not be generated in the present
win(i tunnel, the demodulator circuit could not be tested at a high
turoulence frequency.
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V. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE STRUCTURE OF TURBULENT FLUID FLOW
A. Theoretical Consideration
The purpose of the present work on the investigation of grid-
generated turbulence in a wind tunnel was to establish the applicability
of the symmetrical laser Doppler velocity meter to the characterization
of turbulence with its advantages over hot wire instruments. A synoptic
review of the statistical theory of isotropic turbulence, necessary for
relating the measured parameters to the structure of turbulence, is
presented here.
At any point within the turbulent flow field the velocity vector
randomly fluctuates both in magnitude and in direction. This three-
dimensional character of turbulence can be conceived as a rotational
motion where the mechanical energy is dissipated to internal energy
through a cascade of eddies of diminishing size. The largest scale of
these eddies, for a given Reynolds number, depends on the size of the
channel (lateral dimensions) in which the fluid flow is contained.
The smallest size of the eddies depends on the viscosity of the fluid.
The equation of turbulent motion cannot be solved analytically and, as
a result, both experimental and theoretical research have become a
Joint tool for the understanding of this physical phenomenon.
Fortunately, isotropic and homogeneous turbulence can be completely
characterized 16'23 by its statistical parameters. Turbulence is called
isotropic when the eddying motion is uniformly distributed such that
the components in different directions have the same average magnitude
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and when there is no correlation of motion between the orthogonal com-
ponents. There is a strong tendency for turbulence to become isotropic
in nature when not affected by the boundary walls. For example, the
flow field at the center of a large diameter pipe approaches isotropic
conditions when a well-developed turbulent flow is generated by placing
grids at a sufficient distance upstream. Considering a condition in
which turbulence in a fluid is uniformly distributed so that the average
condition is the same anywhere in the flow field, the velocity compo-
nents in a given set of orthogonal axes can be written
U=U+u
V=V+v
w.
W=W+w
where the mean value is defined by
T
i _ UdtU=¥ o
(51)
(52)
(53)
(54)
and T is the time period large enough to include all small time scale
fluctuations. If the pipe flow is in the direction of U, the mean
B
flow V = W = O.
nents are
The root mean square values of the fluctuating compo-
and in isotropic conditions, by definition,
U t = V t = W t
and
(56)
-- -- -- (57)UV = %rW = W-U = 0 .
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The above quantities are independent of time. The intensity of
turbulence is defined by
U'
IT =-- (58)
U
and its magnitude depends on the Reynolds number and on the distance
between the point of observation and the turbulence generating grids.
The turbulence generated by the grids decays as this distance increases.
The rate of loss of kinetic energy per unit volume is
-- d v 2
-½ pU_" (u 2 + + w 2)
which, in an isotropic field, can be written as
3pU d
- (u2)
where 0 is the density of the fluid. Taylor 16 has shown that a simple
law of decay holds provided the measurements are taken beyond the
"shadow" region.
U__ = 5____x+ Const. (59)
u' A2M
where x is the distance between the grids and the point of measurements,
M is the mesh size of the grid, and A is a constant which depends on
the grid shape and is to be measured experimentally. Equation (59)
shows that U/u' has a linear relationship with x/M. If the diameter
of the rod of the grid is approximately M/h or less, the shadow region
(where the mean velocity becomes variable) does not extend more than
several mesh lengths.
Measurement of velocity at two points close together (compared to
the diameter of a given size of eddy) will show definite correlations.
-TS+
If the points are situated many diameters apart, the velocity corre-
lations are likely to be small. The cross correlation of two point
velocities is defined by
R(x, x + _) = T+_Lim_ 0 Ux Ux+_ dt (60)
where x and x + _ are two points separated by _ in the x direction.
In a stationary process, _ can be replaced by UT, and one can measure
the above quantity by measuring
R(T) = Lim g u(t) u(t + T) at (61)
T_ 0
where T is the time required by an element of fluid to travel the
distance _ and R(T) is the autocorrelation function. When t = 0,
2
R(O) = u . (62)
The correlation function can be normalized such that,
Rn(_) _ u(t) u(t + T)
= R(0) =
u
(63)
Measurements of velocity in two orthogonal directions at the same time
can be made to determine the Reynolds shear stress components -puv,
-pvw, -pwu, each representing the rate of transfer of momentum across
the corresponding surface. These components will be zero in true
isotropic turbulence.
If one measures the correlation R between the values of u, the
Y
velocity in the x direction, at two points in the y-axis separated by
y, the curve resulting from a plot of R versus y can be used to
Y
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calculate the average diameter of the eddies L defined as
y'
L = R dy = Rydy (64)Y _ 0
where R = 0 at y _ Y. Correspondingly, a length £ can be defined by
y x
the relation
fxa = R dx = RxaX (65)
x x 0
where R is the correlation between u at two points at a distance x
X
along the x-axis. Note that R = 0 for x > X.
X
The microscales, X and X , of turbulence are related to £ and
x y x
L by
Y
2
X
x lO
2 (A R£x)
X
(66)
2
X
-X__ = iO
2 (A Rly)£
Y
(67)
where A and X indicate the diameter of the smallest eddies in the
x y
corresponding directions, and A is a constant determined by the shape
of the turbulence generating grids. The Reynolds number of turbulence
in the y direction is defined by
u'L
=__z (68)
RLy
where v is the kinematic viscosity. In general, the above relations
hold good for large values of Ray. However, some experimental results 16
zhow validity of these equations for Ray as low as i0. In a similar
manner, the diffusion lengths introduced in the Lagrangian concept of
turbulent motion can be determined.
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The probability distribution function of the fluctuating components
of velocity in a turbulent flow field also depends on the distance x
between the point of measurementand the grid. The effect of "shading
frequency" can be observed near the turbulence generating grid. Thus,
velocity fluctuations immediately after the grids will have an approxi-
mately flat distribution pattern. If the point of measurementis at a
large distance comparedto the meshsize, the velocity distribution
will approach a nearly Gaussian pattern.
A more detailed picture of turbulence can be obtained if a plot
is madeof the kinetic energy distribution amongthe eddies of differ-
ent size. Since each eddy size (_) corresponds to a frequency (£/U)
of velocity fluctuations, it is convenient to plot the energy spectrum
2in the frequency domain. Obviously, the meansquare value u can be
regarded as the total contribution from all frequency components.
Thus,
-f Gu(f) df = u2 (69)
where Gu(f) is the power spectral density function of turbulence energy.
If the energy spectrum is normalized,
Ou(f)
(7o)
2
U
so that
f_ _(f) df = 1 . (71)
The Fourier transform of the correlation function gives the
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spectral density, so that a measurement of one quantity is sufficient
for computation of the other.
G (f)=u h f_ Rx(T) c°s(2_fT) dT (72)
and
Rx(+)= %(f) cos(a,f,)dr. C73)
The above quantities can be normalized by writing
_(f) = 4 _ Rn(t) cos(2_fT) d_ (74)
R (_)= f_ _(f)cos(2_fT)df (75)
n Jo
where the subscript n refers to the normalized correlation coefficient.
The microscale as well as the macroscale of turbulence can be
obtained from the energy spectrum.
Is: ]'U f2X = _ _(f) df (76)
and
£ = _ Lim u(f) (77)
f+0
where I is the microscale of turbulence and £ is the macroscale or
integral scale of turbulence. The above relationship between the
turbulence scales and the energy spectrum has been based on the
assumption that the turbulence is nearly isotropic. Examination of
the self preservation of the correlation functions is also an important
parameter in the characterization of turbulence.
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Karman 16 has shown that for low Reynolds numbers
--6
du 2
-i0_ u_ (78)
dt A2
where t is the decay time measured with reference to the turbulence
generating grid so that
t = _ . (79)
U
At the final decay period, the macroscale (£) of turbulence approaches
nearly constant values and the energy decay approaches an inverse
square law relationship.
2 t-2U _
From the above relations, Karman derived that
12 = Const. x t .
(80)
(81)
B. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
A channel with cross sectional area of 1.5 inches by 1.5 inches
and 12 feet long was used in the present study. Air at room temperature
was used as a fluid medium. Polydisperse dioctyl-phthalate aerosol with
an average diameter of 0.8 micron and concentration of lO 7 particles/cc
was used. The end connections to the air duct were made with flexible
piping. The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 52. The flow
rate could be adjusted by changing the blower speed. The channel was
mounted on a movable frame so the channel could be translated in the
vertical and the horizontal directions by known displacements. At the
center of the duct, lucite windows (17 cm x 3 cm x 3 mm) were provided
on four sides.
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I. Measurementof the effective bandwidth of the Doppler signal
arising from a turbulent flow field:
In this experiment, it was intended to examine the effective spread
of the Doppler signal arising from the velocity fluctuations using the
spectrum analyzer display. The effective frequency spread (Af_ arising
from the velocity fluctuations, increased with the turbulent intensity as
the Reynolds numberwas increased. Since the instrumental frequency
spread (6f) also increased with the meanvelocity U, it was necessary
to determine 6f experimentally for a constant velocity of the scatterer
equal to the meanvelocity of the air flow. This was accomplished by
using a rotating surface scattering disk where the linear velocity of
the scattering particles at the point of measurementwas adjusted to
give the samevalue of the center frequency of the Doppler signal as it
was obtained with the fluid flow system for each value of the Reynolds
number. In this set of experiments, the values of @and a were not
adjusted to give a minimal instrumental spread. Table V shows some
experimental results giving the variation of the Doppler frequency
bandwidth (Af) with increasing value of the Reynolds number. The
contribution from the instrumental frequency spread is also recorded.
2. Measurementof velocity profile of laminar flow:
The experimental setup is shownin Figure 31. Beginning with this
experiment, the system parameters in the transmission and receiving
optics were adjusted so that the instrumental frequency broadening (6f)
of the Doppler signal was minimal using the simple optical components
available. The beam geometry was such that the associated angles had
-_4-
TABLEV
Total Frequency Spread at Different Reynolds Numbers
Fluid flow (sin @/2 = 0.1398, sin a/2 = 0.01h3)
mean R
e
velocity(cmlsec)
f total frequencyc spread (Af)
instrumental
frequency spread (6f)
37.4 762 170 KHz 19 KHz 17 KHz
332.0 5300 1.5 MHz 390 k_Iz i00 kq_z
_95.0 10600 2.7 }_z 705 KHz 120 KHz
818.0 16600 3.7 _z 1200 KHz 15h KHz
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the following values: @ = 70°_ _ = 0.18 ° and A@ = 5° . The velocity
at the center of the pipe was maintained at 32.2 cm/sec. The air duct
was mounted at two ends on clamps which were supported on two elevating
screws. These two stainless steel screws (0.5 inch diameter, 12 inches
long) were coupled by a chain so that the rotation of one of the screws
moved the duct in the vertical direction, keeping the duct horizontal.
In this manner, the point of measurement of the fluid velocity could be
moved along the lateral direction of the channel axis. Figure 53 is
a plot of the experimental data showing the velocity distribution across
the duct. The velocity distribution plot was normalized with respect to
the mazimumvelocity, Vmax, to compare the experimental figures with the
theoretically expected parabolic law. Departures from the theoretical
curve were expected since the length of the upstream section of the duct
was not long enough for laminar flow stabilization.
As the mean velocity was increased further, the velocity distribution
near the center of the duct approached a flat profile. The flow became
unstable when the velocity at the center of the pipe was greater than
40 cm/sec.
3. Deca_ of weak turbulence:
The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 52. The velocity at
the center of the pipe was maintained at 38.65 cm/sec. A grid, made of
cylindrical rods (diameter 0.63 cm and M = 1.27 cm), was placed upstream
of the optical window. The distance x between the point of observation
and the turbulence generating grid was varied by moving the grid to the
desired position. The demodulated Doppler signal was fed to a DISA model
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55D70 correlator for plotting the auto-correlation of the velocity at
the point of measurement as a function of time delay. The time delay
(x) was generated by using a sweep drive unit. The correlation unit
was 2 Hz to 200 kHz. Since the turbulence frequency spectrum was in
the low frequency range, a large time constant was used for integration
(lO0 seconds) in the correlation process and a low sweep speed of 0.03
msec per one second real time was used. The maximum time delay (T) that
could be given in the correlator was 100 msec. The correlation curves
for different x/M ratios are plotted in Figure 5h.
During each measurement for auto-correlation for a fixed x/M ratio,
the signal was also recorded on a Sanborn recorder at its highest recording
speed, giving a flat frequency response up to 30 Hz. A typical signal
record is shown in Figure 55. The signal was recorded for approximately
l0 seconds for each value of x/M. The recorded signal was then digitized
using a Mosely Model 2A line follower and a Digitec punch controller and
the paper punching setup. The signal processing and the digitization
system are shown in block diagram, Figure 56. The punched tape contained
the output data in a format that could be fed directly to the GE 635 time-
sharing computer terminal. The sampled data were then analyzed for
determining the statistical parameters in characterizing turbulence.
Fortran IV computer language was used in the computer program. Appendix
III gives an analysis of the digital computation using an equal time
interval sampling process. A copy of the computer program used is included
in Appendix IIl.
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The "output" of a typical computer run is given in Table VI. Table
VII presents some of the computed values of the characteristic parameters
of turbulence decay as obtained from the digital analysis. Figure 57
shows the velocity correlation curves obtained for different values of
x/M and Figure 58 shows the energy spectrum. A plot of U/u' versus x/M
is given in Figure 59 for values of x/M greater than 10. Energy decay
of weak turbulence is plotted versus the decay time in Figure 60. The
square of the microscale of turbulence is plotted versus the decay time
in the same figure.
C. Discussion of Results
The value of _/u' plotted versus x/M in Figure 59 shows an approximate
linear relationship, which is in accordance with the expected result.
Since
D
U 5 x
-- = Const. +- • --
u' A2 M
where the slope measured from Figure 59,
slope = 0.6 = 5__
A2
A=2.8.
This value is in the range of previously obtained 16 experimental results
on isotropic turbulence using rounded bars as turbulence generating grids
(A-- 2.12).
_hrther, since it is possible to write
_/M = A u_M
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TAELE V I
Cf'NPI._IEF: "_UTFUT" CF INE ItJI:IULENCE_ PFC:6F,aF: F_!K
_/N=18.00
_Ef_F = 3.50zl3
UPIN=-lO._6a52 UIV!ta;x= 9.0546 C = 0.830 I<= 24 N= 600
FF CFAE,.ILII% DENS I I'_ FUNCT I Ol_
N P(Li) LI(CF/SEC) LC6(N)
1 0.17 -10.035 _:
2 0.33 -9.205 **
6 1.00 -E,.375 ******
5 0.83 -7.545 :4,***
15 2.50 -6 • 715 ***********
_---, ¢-%
_ 3.67 -5 .gb5 ****_*****_ **
30 5.00 -5.055 ******,_ ,,_****,
26 4.33 -4.225 ,r****:t:** ******
31 5.17 -3.395 ********** _-***
34 5.67 -2.565 ************ _ :¢:¢
27 4.50 -1 .735 **:l:,.-f *******_,
27 _.50 -0.905 **************
zJz4 7 • 3 °_ -0 .C75 *** :_*,1,****.I:,1:, :k:1_
z_z_ 6.6? 0.755 **:4:** _ _********
45 7.50 1 .585 ***************
36, 6.00 2.415 ****-a**** _-****
59 9 • b3 3 • 245 ****_ ,,! **,_ ,_,_****
44 7.33 4.075 ***********:¢***
39 6.50 4.905 **************
45 7.50 5.735 ********* :t:_1-..***
9 1 .50 6.565 *=i *******
5 0.83 7.395 *_***
3 0.50 8.225 ***
5 0.83 9.055 ****--I:
I!([<ED Ifl N) = 0.754[:,, F(O)= 16.0441 £-.(0)= 2.0134
UEAF= 3B.6500C_!/SEC, [j E Iv;S = 4.0055CP/SEC,
I Ltf:EULEI',![ IF IENSITY= 0.1036(X100 PEFCFNT)
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TABLE VI CONTINUED
T(SEC) I,(]) |C(1) F(_2) ((F)
0.000 ! 6.04 1 .00 0 .t_O0 2 .O 1
0.00_ 15.19 0-55 I .3_4 2.44
0.018 13.40 0.84 _'.769 2.50
0.027 !1.19 0.70 4.153 1.97
0.036 t5.80 0.55 5.537 1 .46
0.0/'5 6.56 0.41 6.921 0._6
0.054 4.62 0.29 [5.306 0.34
0.063 2.92 0.18 9.690 0.31
0.072 1..48 0.09 11.07.4 0.17
0.081 0.3,4 0.02 12.458 0.11
0.090 -0.54 -0.03 13.843 0.09
0.099 -1 .10 -0.07 15.[;27 0.07
O. 101_ -1 .43 -0.09 16.611 0.05
0.117 -1 .59 -0.I0 17.996 0.04
0.126 -! .67 -O.lO 19.380 0.03
U.135 -1.69 -6.11 20.764 0.01
O.lZ_ -1.63 -0.10 2'/.148 0.01
O. 15,_ -1 .46 -0.09 '_ 3.533 0.01
0.163 -1 .28 -0.08 24._17 0.01
0.172 -l.lZ4 -0.07 26.301 0.01
0.181 -0.91_ -0.06 27.6S5 0.01
0.190 -0.85 -0.05 29.070 0.01
C .199 -0.77 -0.05 30.454 0.01
0.20[" -0.82 -0.05 31 .83_ 0.01
0.217 -1 .04 -0.06 33.223 0.01
0.c26 -1.37 -0.09 34.607 0.01
0.235 -1.78 -0.11 35.991 0.01
0.244 -_.20 -0.14 37.375 0.01
0.253 -2.57 -6.16 3_.760 0.01
0.262 -2.86 -0.18 40.14z_ 0.00
O.271 -3.06 -0.19 41 .528 0.00
0 • 2_':0 -3.Oh -0.19 42.913 0.00
().28 _. -2.9_ -0.19 4"'.[-97 0.00
0.29L -2.75 -0.1 7 45.681 0.00
0.307 -_- .48 -0.15 47.065 0.00
C.316 -_; ._b -0. IZ_ 48.450 0.00
0.325 -2.20 -0.14 49 ._:;33 0.00
0.334 -2.15 -0.14 51 ._lb 0.00
0.3z'3 -2 -cc'_'_ -0 • 14 5_ • 602 0 -00
0.352 -2.15 -0.13 53.987 0.00
0.361 -I.99 -0.12 55.371 C.O0
DELl#= 0.009SEC
; (0) C$PIPU'TED F} CI SFECIBUt,
F IC;:._2SC_LE = 0.70CI V
= 16.0441
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one can calculate I from the above relationship. Thus,
I = 0.51 cm
for x/M = 18, u' = &.O cm/sec and _ = 0.I_8 cm2/sec for air at room
temperature. From Table VII it is found that the value obtained from
the digitized data is 0.7 cm. The discrepancy is probably due to non-
isotropic conditions of the flow system investigated.
The correlation curves obtained from the sampled data taken for a
short interval of time (= l0 seconds) agreed well with the analog
correlation curves where a single run was taken for about 55 minutes.
This agreement between the two analyses indicates that the total sampling
time and the sampling intervals used were adequate. The analog correlator
output was noisy. This noise was expected since the signal was a stationary
random function of low frequency; the mean square circuit with a finite
time constant would show fluctuations at the output. It was expected
that a better resolution could be achieved at a low frequency by the
digital methods rather than the analog technique.
The slope of the energy decay curve as a function of decay time is
-2.2, which is in good agreement with Taylor's inverse square decay law
of turbulence energy at the final decay period. The square of the micro-
scale of turbulence in this period increases linearly with t as is
expected from the analysis made by Karman. 16 Table VII shows general
agreement between the measured turbulence scales with calculated values.
The application of the laser Doppler velocity meter presented here
was limited to the characterization of turbulence of low Reynolds number.
Turbulence of high Reynolds number could not be investigated because of
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the lack of an adequate wind tunnel. The present work, however, indicates
that a symmetrical laser Doppler velocity meter can be employed in the
characterization of turbulence both in subsonic and supersonic flow
regions. Table VIII shows some of the relative merits and demerits of
the symmetrical laser Doppler system compared to a hot wire or hot film
anemometers - in their application to the studies of the structure of
fluid velocity fields.
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TABLEVlll
A Comparative Study on the Performance of a Hot Wire Anemometer and
Symmetrical Laser Doppler Velocity Meter in Turbulence Characterization
System equation
Calibration
Sensing Volume
Interaction with
the flow medium
Limits of measure-
ment
Temperature limit
Contamination
Frequency response
Hot Wire Anemometer
V = _ (nonlinear)
V = volts (output); U =
velocity; A, B and m
are constant in a small
velocity interval. In
general, A, B and mare
functions of Reynolds
No., gas density, con-
ductivity, temp., etc.
Must be calibrated
Wire dia. = IOM, £ =
l.Smm; probe dia. =
3 msu (typical)
Disturbs flow field
Measurement of velocity
generally limited to 20
cm/sec to 150 m/sec for
air
Normally designed for
max fluid temp of 250°C
Corrosion and contamin-
ation affects calibra-
tion
Upper frequency limit
of a hot wire is about
500 Hz; the response is
extended to 40 kHz or
higher by using appro-
priate electronic com-
pensation circuitry
Symmetrical Laser Doppler
Velocity Meter
f = KU (linear)
f = frequency (Doppler shift)
K = constant; U = velocity
Velocity measurements are not
generally affected by the
properties of the flow medium.
Provides a method for absolute
measurement of velocity
d = 5_; A = 600_ (using
corrected optics)
No significant interaction
Can be used both in subsonic
and supersonic flow region
Can be used at fluid temp up to
lO00°C or higher depending on
the Brownian motion of the
aerosol particles
Scattering aerosol (range 0.Su
to 2U dia) must be present
within the fluid medium
Frequency response of a laser
Doppler system is much higher
compared to the highest turbu-
lence frequency in fluid flows.
However, scattering particle
inertia may become significant
in the regions of high local
accelerations in supersonic flows
-9_-
TABLE Vlll. Continued
Directional ambig-
uity of 180 ° in
velocity measure-
ment
Noise level
Remote measurement
Hot Wire Anemometer
Present
Generally equivalent to
0.5% turbulence inten-
sity level at moderate
velocity
Not possible
Symmetrical Laser Doppler
Velocity Meter
Can be eliminated by using
a frequency biasing tech-
nique
Approximately equivalent to
0.5% turbulence intensity,
primarily caused by instru-
mental frequency broadening
Remote sensing possible
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
The symmetrical heterodyning system in the laser Doppler method of
velocity measurement does not possess receiving aperture broadening of
the signal. The Doppler signal frequency is independent of the scattering
angle and the laser light beam alignment is simple. These characteristics
result in a relatively high signal-to-noise ratio compared to other
heterodyning systems.
The symmetrical heterodyning method is advantageous as long as signal
power can be appreciably increased by increasing the receiving aperture
area. If the power of the scattered beam falling on the photocathode is
lO -10 watts or higher, the symmetrical system of heterodyning is advanta-
geous compared to the other methods of optical heterodyning. Local
oscillator heterodyning is advantageous when aperture broadening of the
signal is insignificant for scattering sites located at large distances.
The method of frequency biasing by employing a rotating diffraction
grating is an efficient technique for removing directional ambiguity from
velocity measurements.
A careful optimization of the system parameters is essential for the
minimization of the instrumental frequency spread and to obtain high SNR.
This optimization also results in higher accuracy and better spatial
resolution in localized fluid flow measurement.
A simple and efficient analog frequency-to-voltage conversion device
was constructed using a phase-locked loop system available as an
integrated circuit.
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Scattering aerosols must be present in the fluid medium for
turbulence studies employing a symmetrical laser Doppler velocity
meter. Aerosol in the size range of 0.5 to 1 micron diameter (unit
density) follows turbulence eddies and the effect of fluid temperature
will not cause any appreciable error for temperatures below 500°C.
An excellent agreement observed between the theoretical and
experimental results indicates that the symmetrical heterodyning
process can be gainfully employed on the studies of the structure of
turbulent fluid flow. The system has many advantages over hot wire
anemometers.
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APPENDIXI
DERIVATIONOFTHEDOPPLERFREQUENCYSHIgT FROMINTERFERENCETHEORY
ANDANANALYSISOFTHESIGNALFREQUENCYSPECTRUM
Derivation of the Doppler frequency shift in the two incident beam
symmetrical system of heterodyning can be madefrom the spatial frequen-
cy of the interference fringes formed at the beamintersection. Consid-
er two coherent beamsof circular cross section crossing at an angle @.
Assumingplane parallel wave fronts, the interference fringes produced
at the beam intersection will have fringe separation
X
O
d. --
I 2 sin @/2
which corresponds to a spatial frequency f.
i
1 2 sin @/2
m d. X
1 0
When a scattering particle passes through this fringe pattern, the
scattered light will undergo amplitude fluctuation having a frequency
f given by the product of the spatial frequency of the interference
c
fringes and the component of the particle velocity in a direction per-
pendicular to the fringe pattern.
Thus,
f = f. xU
C l
2U
= --- sin @/2
X
0
which is identical with equation (ii). If the scattering particles are
-10h-
separated in space by a distance greater than D (Figure 61), the signal
will appear on the detector as discrete "signal bursts". If the inter-
particulate distance is less than D, the signal will be continuous in
time but will have amplitude modulation. Finite lifetime of the signal
or amplitude modulation of the signal will give rise to a frequency
spread of the Doppler spectrum (6fT). There is no transmission aperture
broadening in this case since there is no uncertainty in the angle 8,
considering plane parallel wave fronts. Thus, 6f a = 0 but 6fT # 0.
In practice, two beams meeting at an angle 9 are focused at the point
"0" to obtain higher power density at the sensing volume. This focus-
ing of the incident beams introduces a finite uncertainty in the angle
@, and the wave fronts are no longer plane parallel. The actual shape
of the wave fronts will also depend on the spherical aberration of the
lens and the diffraction effect. Considering two concentric spherical
wave fronts crossing in the focal region (Figure 62), the shape of the
interference fringe pattern will be different from those obtained in
the case of plane parallel wave fronts. The spatial frequency of these
fringes will not have a unique value and can be represented by a spectrum
of spatial frequency around the center frequency fi" The path of a
scattering particle with velocity U will give rise to a scattered wave
having a finite bandwidth of signal frequency. This frequency spread
is the transmission aperture broadening of the signal (6f a) referred to
previously.
In the above analysis, the velocity component of the particle, U,
was ass_ned constant and no spatial velocity gradient of the particles
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in the sensing volume was considered. If a velocity gradient is present,
the Doppler signal will have frequency broadening 6f .
s
"Zero Frequency" Doppler S_gStrum
A typical Doppler spectrum will display Doppler shift around "zero
frequency" in addition to the signal at f . This spectrum comes from
c
the fact that when a beam of laser light is focused at the point "0",
the rays focused with an angle u (Figure i) will produce interference
fringes at the focal spot. The spatial frequency of these fringes is
maximum for the two outermost wave vectors and it gradually decreases
to zero as the angle _ between the wave vectors decreases to zero.
The latter condition is satisfied by the wave vectors lying on the
optical axis. Thus, if a cone of a laser light is focused at a moving
scatterer as shown in Figure i, a Doppler signal spectrum will be
observed around "zero frequency" if the scattered light is allowed to
fall on the photomultiplier without any additional beam mixing. The
frequency spread of this signal is proportional to the component of
particle velocity on the focal plane irrespective of the direction.
The measurement of this spread of frequency will give the speed of the
scattering particles or the velocity components projected on the focal
plane. The method has some potential application in the measurement
of Brownian motion of submicron scattering aerosol which can be related
to the temperature of the fluid.
The Doppler shift around "zero frequency" may have two adverse
effects in signal processing while the signal is processed at the
frequency f . First, it might set the lower limit of the dynamic
c
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range in the measurement of one of the velocity components, and second-
ly, there may be some deterioration of SNR of the signal of frequency
f if the effective bandwidth of the "zero frequency" signal encompasses
c
a large frequency range. This is possible if one velocity component
fluctuates while another is being measured. For example, if measure-
ments are taken on U, while V has a fluctuation such that
V = V + v cos pt
0
where _ is the mean velocity and p is the angular frequency. The
Doppler spectrum around the "zero frequency" due to the component V
can be written as
2V sin a/2
2V o
fv = _-- sin a/2 +
0 0
sin pt
and the output voltage of the photomultiplier can be represented by
ev = E sin (mt + M sin pt)
E
= E Jo(M) sin mt + 7
n=l
J (M) sin (_ + np)t
n
+ Z (-i) n J (M) sin(m - np)t
n= 1 n
where
= --sin a/2
o
and
M _
h_v sin a/2
0
_p
o
r,nd Jn(M) is the Bessel function of the first kind and nth order with
argument M and E is a constant. The above equation indicates that
-1o?-
effective bandwidth can become large and may cause appreciable inter-
ference in the desired signal frequency range around f .
c
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APPENDIX II
LIST OF MAJOH COI_O_ENTS AND EQUIPMENT USED
A. Laser
Spectra Physics; i4ountain View, California; Model 125 He-Ne laser,
= 6328 A, rated output power = 50 mW.
Power supply: Spectra Physics Model 250 Exciter unit.
Be Granite Table
herman Drone Company; Dayton, Ohio; granite surface plate mounted
on a three-point suspension system.
6. Optical Benches
Ealing Corporation; Cambridge, Massachusetts; Model 22-950 lathe
bed optical bench.
Optical Components
Edmund Scientific Company; Barrington, New Jersey; front surface
mirrors, _l-coated with SiO overcoat, 90 to 95 percent reflectivity.
Pl_]o convex lenses of different focal lengths. Diffraction grating
replica, 13,h00 lines/inch.
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Spectra Physics i_bdel 511 beam splitters, transmission loss less
than 2 percent.
Optical Technology Inc.; Palo Alto, California; neutral density
filters.
_aldwinKlectronics Co.; Little Hock, Arkansas; encoder disk, 9
inches diameter, outermost track having a spatial frequency of 100
lines per_m.
Detectors
RCA, Harrison, New Jersey; RCA h526 and RCA 7265 photomultipliers,
_-20 response.
Spectra Physics _k_iel hOl laser power meter.
F_ Scattering S_stem
Surface scattering disk: sand blasted aluminum disk and 20micron
diame%er pigment particles (3M Co.) painted on an aluminum disk.
Drive unit: Joy _mnufacturing Co.; New Philadelphia, Ohio.; Model
AVP-h235179_ synchronous motor working on three phase supply;
excitation frequency, h00 Hz.
Behlman-lnver Electronics; Santa Monica, California; Invertron
Model 503A ac power supply having variable output frequency 290 to
550 Hz.
G,
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hefractometer
Bausch and Lomb; Rochester, New York; Catalog No. 33-h5-58,
ABBE-3L refractometer
Electronic Data Processin$ Equipment
C-COR Electronics Inc.; State College, Pennsylvania; Model
h366E wide band solid state pre-amplifier, frequency range
l0 k_z to 200 _4Hz, gain lO00.
Singer Metrics; Bridgeport, Connecticut; Model SPA 3/25a
spectr_ analyzer, frequency range 1 kHz to 25 MHz.
Tektronix, Inc.; Portland, Oregon; type 535 oscilloscope.
Fluke Co.; Seattle, Washington; Model hl5B high voltage power
supply, 0 to ±3000 volts, adjustable.
Hewlett Packard; Atlanta, Georgia; _.bdel 5210 A frequency meter
discriminator, range i0 Hz to i0 _,_z.
Krohn }iite Corporation; Cambridge, Massachusetts; Model 3100 band
pass filter, pass band adjustable between lO Hz to 1 5_z.
Lectronics Research Laboratories; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
Model TS-_B B/U signal generator, range 230 kHz to hO _._z.
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DISA Electronics; Franklin Lakes, HewJersey; DISA type 55D70
Correlator, frequency range 20 Hz to 200kHz.
DISA type 55D75 time delay unit, range 0.i msec to i00 msec.
Ramp function generator for sweep drive unit, range 0 to ±5 volts,
sweep speed adjustable from 0.36 mV/sec to 0.36 volts/sec in 20
steps. (The unit was constructed in this laboratory).
Phase-locked loop FM demodulator using Signetics NE 561B PLL
integrated circuits; frequency range 1 Hz to 15 I_Hz; low pass
filter, cut-off frequency 500 Hz; AM modulator and demodulator.
(_o units were constructed in this laboratory).
AGC amplifier, gain I0, frequency range i00 kHz to 15 MHz.
(The unit was constructed in this laboratory).
hewlett-Packard; Atlanta, Georgia; Model 6215A power supply, 0 to
z30 volts adjustable.
Hallicrafter Co.; Chicago, Illinois; Model S-76 communication
receiver range 535 kHz to 34 MHz.
Philco Corporation; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Model BC-221-E
Signal Corps frequency meter, crystal controlled frequency generator,
range 125 _Iz to 20 l_z.
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Hewlett-Packard, Model 2D-2A X-Y recorder.
Sony Corp.; Tokyo, Japan; Sony Model TC-355 tape deck, frequency
response: 20 Hz to 22 kHz at 7.5 inches per second tape speed.
Hewlett-Packard Model _25A dc microvoltmeter, range I0 microvolts
to 1 volt.
Sanborn Co.; Cambridge, Massachusetts; Model 60-1300 Twin-Viso
strip chart recorder, frequency response: 0 to 30 Hz.
I. Digital Data Processing S[stem
United System Corporation; Dayton, Ohio; System No. F9375 data
punching system containing the following units: (1) Model 251A/251-I
digital voltemeter; (2) Model 623 punch controller; and (3) Model
671 paper tape punch.
Hewlett-Packard Model 2D-2A X-Y recorder and line follower.
Moseley Autograf Type F-3B line follower.
Hewlett-Packard Model 6215A dc power supply, range 0 to ±30 volts.
Ramp function generator. (The unit was constructed in this labora-
tory).
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Exact Co.& Hillsboro, Oregon; Model 2hO function generator.
Hewlett-Packard Model 521E electronic counter.
J . Computer
General Electric Co.; Bethesda, Maryland; GE 635 Time Sharing
Computer Terminal.
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APPENDIXIII
DIGITIZATIONANDCOMPUTERP OCESSING
A. S____pli_n__Interval
In the digitization process, the sampling interval was so chosen
that the cut-off frequency fc' given by
f = i/2h
c
was appreciably higher than the maximum value of the signal frequency
f . In the above expression, h is the sampling interval. The value
m
of h was maintained so that the frequency f is at least twice that of
c
3
the maximum frequency of interest.
B. Mean Velocity
N
U_-1-z u
N n
n=l
where N is the total number of samples.
C. Transformation of Data to Zero Mean Value
so that
m
u = U -U
n n
U = 0.
n
D, RMS Value of the Velocity Components and Turbulence Intensity
-_ 1 N
U = _ Z (Un)2
n=l
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and the intensity of turbulence is defined by
U !
IT = --x i00 percent.
E. Probability Densit_y_H__istogram
The probability density function p(u) is given by
Prob Is < u(t) < u + du]
p(u) = Lim •
AU
Au_0
du
where P(u) is the probability distribution function
I_up(u) = p(_)d_
where _ is a dummy variable. For large N, the number of class interval
k can be chosen as
k = 1.87 (N-I) 2/5
and if the maximum and minimum value of the velocity is b and a
respectively, then the width of the interval c is
c = (b- a)Ik
The total number of data points N i in the class interval d. wherel'
d. = a + ic, i = i, 2, 3, "" k,
1
can be plotted against k giving the desired histogram of fluctuating
velocity components. The probability density can be expressed as the
percentage of data,
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= Ni/N x 100 percent •Pi
The median can be calculated from the velocity histogram.
F. Auto-correlation
The maximum number of correlation lag values m is chosen as
m = N/15
so that the maximum delay that will be introduced in the auto-correla-
tion measurement is
T = mh .
max
Thus, the resolution bandwidth of the power spectra will be
2f
i i c
BS mh m(i/2f c) = m
for -f < f < f
C C
The power spectra are calculated at discrete frequencies separated
by an interval fc/m, and only for positive values of the frequency f.
The auto-correlation function can be written as
N-r
i _ U U
R(rh) -- N - r n n+r
n--i
r = 0, i, 2, 3, "'', m
where r is the lag number and is related with the time delay by
rh = T(displacement).
The normalized auto-correlation coefficient
R(rh)
Rc(rh) = _ "
-i17
G. Power Spectra
The power spectral density function G (f) is given by
U
G (f)=hu _ Ru(W) c°s 2w fxdx
calculated at the discrete frequencies
f
C
f=K--,
m
K = 0, i, 2, 3,"', m .
Thus,
(%) _ Ru(rh)2_Kf
= _ COS C
Gu m • rh d(rh)
= 2h [ R(o) + 2 ]_ R(r) cos + (-i) K R(m)
r=l
The above spectrum Gu(f) gives a "raw estimate" of the true power
spectral density. A smooth estimate can be obtained by taking
G = 0.5 G + 0.5 GIO O
GK = 0.25 GK_ I + 0.5 GK + 0.25 GK+ I
% = o.5G_I+05 Gm
K = i, 2, 3, "'', m-i
where GK represents the smooth estimate and GK - Gu
To calculate the modified spectrum, a function D
r
such that
is generated
D = D(rh) = = i + COS
r
r = O, i, 2, "'', m,
= 0 r >m
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GK -- G = 2h Ro + 2 r=iZ DrRr cos
giving the desired power spectrum. Since the sum of all power compo-
2
nents will be equal to the total power given by u ,
m -5
r. GK = u
K=O
it is possible to check the accuracy of the computed spectrum by adding
the individual components and comparing this with the value R(0), since,
2
u = R(O) .
To normalize this one-dimensional power spectrum, it is convenient to
express
GK
_K = ---
2
u
for K = 0, i, 2, .. ", m
so that
m
r. _v= i .
Lk
K=0
So Microscale of Turbulence
=- Z f(K)2 _K
x 2_ K--0
-½
I. Integral Scale of Turbulence
£x =_ [ ZRc(rh)Ir
The above summation is made from rh = 0 to rh = Tm, such that
R (rh) = 0 for T > • •
c m --
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TUF:E-'ULENCE STLLIC1UFE AI%/41..YSIS
D II:.ENS ION DEL.(50) ,PC(50)
I4,E/_L INTENSITY
DIb'FNSI_N Y(lOO),_':bi(|O0)
C_VPCN X(IOOO)JXFIN, NEAA,C,H,F;(SO).,F(50),FC(50),
2, F (50),6 (50),DF!(50)
_h.Fl'_ PCN], LINE(6_)
D/ZTA F;CKT/"e"/
PF IblT,"N, F ACT CF, UDAF, DEL3/_, D ISN[: [,N(X/_)"
INFUT, N, F/'CTCE, UFAF, DELTa, D ISN_F P:
F!E/_D( "DAT/:F I L E", 99) (X( I ) • I= !,N)
99 FCPN[/_] (F6.3)
F_>.DNC=N/l 5
IF (bIAZDNC. CT. 50 )N, AZ, DNC_=50
FC=I ./(2.*DELTA)
b_ 361 I=I,V/_'>_DNC
F( I ) :I*FC/F'_AXDNC
361 DEL(I )=ICDELTA
>:[-#_ =XI_,FAN(N)
DC 2 I=I,N
2 X ( I ) =(Z ( I ) -XF_F )*FACI _;F
DC 801 I=I,N; IF(X(1).LT.(-20.))X(1):O.J80! CC_NTINUE
Xt Ih:X(l)J XI':#X=,X(1)
D_ lb I=2,N
iF (XCl).h'l .ZNIN)NFIN=)_(I)
IF(,",.( I ) .G7 .>_b/aZ)%NAX=X ( I )
18 CeN'[1NtrE
XPi_'.S =ENS (N) ; F.C =NF_vS_:,2
I N'I'F lx:S ITY =XF:NS/UBA[..
;,I,:I7IN6 IN THE FILE FESULTS(FILENAIvF)
C_L./. XNIEDIAN(N,X_iEDVAL.,SIE_!/_)
C/"L.L SFECT_#.(N, GZEI_C,,E£',FC,_NS,b'AXDNC,DELIA,TESTF'6,
& tIDAL,SCALE 1,SC_',LE2)
ENDFILE "RESULTS"
_':F'ITE ("FESULI S", 621 )D ISNGFb'.
62] F_F:FAI(" ".." X/F=", F6.3//)
kF' ITE ("F.ESULI S", 25) XE.AE, XP I N, ZV,_>_,C, K, N
25FE_FN#T(4)<.,6P XP_E=,FS.a,2X,laX,61"4 UtV'IN=,F_:_.4,2.A,51"_UF'.A,",=,
& FG._,2A,2NC=,F6.3,2X,2HK=,I6,2"A,2HN=,I4,111)
DC3 J=I*KJ IF(M(J).I.E-IO)6:8 T_ 9|
Cl=b(d)_ C2=I0._ALC6(CI)/2.3026; _,,_,(J)=C2J G6 T£_ 130
2I F:F(J) =V(J)
130 ('CNIINUE_ F:C(J)=(M(J)*IOC'.)/N; 3 CCNTINUF
,;[ IIE("I ESULIS"., 76)
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54O
550
5(,0
570
580
59O
6O0
610
62O
630
640
(,50
<.6[
,'_70
690
70O
710
120
?3O
740
750
760
770
7GO
790
76FLPiv.PT(z,×,34H FF_'CE_ABILII_r DENSITY FUNCTION ,//4,,X,
& .... ,"N FCU) UCCM/SEC) L66(N)"/)
DC 98 J=I,K; F=J;XX=ZMIN+C_:F
L =Hv (J )
DC 999 I=I,L;999 LINE(I)=PeNT
98 kR ITE ("F,ESULTS", 129)Iv.(J) ,I-C (J) •XX, (LINE ( I ) • I =I"L)
129 FC4RKAT ( 16,2%,F 7.2,2X, F8 -3,3X, 59A I )
ViEITE ( "RESULTS ", 109 )XV'EDVAL, F C'_,GZEV6, U EiA14,X I'.P':2,IIx'IENS IT'Y
I09 FCFNAT (/I/" LI(NED IAN) =", F Es•4," R(O) =",F8.4," 6(0) =",
8,Fh.4,//4;,,6H Lih_F=,F8.4,7HCM/SEC,,2X,5HUPMS=,Fg.4,7HCM/SEC,,
& // .... ,AX,"TUEBULENT INTENSITY=",F_5-4,"(XIO0 PE[-CENT)",//)
kq-.IIE("FESULTS",260)
2(.0 FCT,'Iv,AT( '' "," T(SEC) I-(T) I<C(1) F(14Z) G(F)",//)
V;: ITE ("F, ES[tLI S", 26] )1%(3, GZE[-:_
2:61 F_} D';AT(" "," 0.000 ",F7.P," 1.00 0.000",2%,F7.2)
_, 13l_ 0.00 ,FIO-5,//)
VPITE("I_ESULTS",26) (DEL( 1 ).,F:(I ),I'.C( I ),F(I), 6( I ) • I=l ,V..#XDNC)
26 FGEb'/_T (2X, F6-3,2X, F7.2,2X,F 7"2,2X'F 6"3" 2X'F 7"2)
I..;F. I TE ( "RE SULTS ", 28 ) DE L'I _. • ] ItS T I:_,q
28 FCiRMAT(//'' ","DELTA=",F6-3,"SEC",/" I,(O) CCMPUTED FF6F SPE"
& "C'[B'liI+, =",F'IO.4)
f- "#PZ. DELPY=ISEC",F5.2)
;,I, ITE ("FESULTS",327)SCALE 1 ,SCALE2
327 F_RNAT(" ","NICR_SCALE=",F7.2,"CM",/"DIFFUSIC;N [F N6T}4=",
& F 7.2,"C_1"//)
S ] _i': } END
t, OOC P:E,_ N VP-,LU F.':
[;I0 FUNCTICN Xt,_EAN (N)
_<20 CFo_'.'.F.C:('_,": IO00)
'C"b30 X..lIF =0
;:;./10 Dr; 1C I:l,N
t ',;C) 10 ZSUM=XSUM+%(I )
;, (_0 T =[',
/- 7C. ;<l, gh.V=Y, SUt.'/T
bt, O F E'i I !EN; F:NI-)
{90C ['IOF#DI[ITY DISTLISliTI_.N Ft!NC"II[:#,:
900 SL!E:}: CL!T I NE FF, C_E(N)
91t' C 6.Nb!C.N Z ( 10CO ), XP':I N, XP;AX, C, H, K ( 50 )
920 K=I •S 7_N:" .I:0•,_
93C C =(Xb<_,%-XNIN)/i<
940 DC 1"? I<I<:I,N
950 TE hiP= ()_ (RK) -ZIX I N)/C
560 IF(TENP.LE.I.O)CC I_ 107
970 L :l E FP
9gO O=h
990 IF(TEF;P-O)21,2'1,22
1000 21 J=t.; CO T{:! 23
1010 2P ,I:l_.+ 1
1090 9:_ b'_C,_l)=P,(J)+l; (]fr; TP 12
1030 lO, 7 F(1)=b_(1)+l
lOZK_ 1P CCNII NUE
1050 ):F: TLtI< N ;END
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t f_6OC
1070
10_0
1090
llOC
1110
1 126
I 130
1 140
1 150
l 166,
1 17(
1 I_C
115:0
I 900
lf. lO
1 '220
1930
I 240
12:50
IEOC;
I .: 7 0
1260
1790
1300
1310
1390
1336
1340
1350
1 o (4,,
13 "/f_
13[_0
1390
1 z_C..'[,
1alO
1 a?0
1 z!30
! 44O
1450
lZ_60
1470
1480
1 496
I 500
1 b 10
15[-'(.
15Ut'
1540
1550
1560
,;<ED I/_N
SUSE_LI'I'INE ANFDIAN(N,ZIV.EDVP, L,SI(:N.a)
CCP:t':CN _(IO00),XFIN,Zb',AZJC,K,Iv(50)
CALL pF:Cjp(N)
Sbi',=O. J DO 13 I=I,K
SLII. =SUN+Iv(I)
IF(SLI_.6E.N/2) OC 1C 19
13 C CI',!T I NUK
19 ZI":EDk'AL=XNIN+C:._I
F,E T IJF N._ END
FUNC7 I [_N I, NS (N)
CCNt"ON k(1(1(;0)
Sill, SCX--O
DO 7 I=I,N
7 SI!IVSC×=SLilVSf,,_+X( I ):,',:X ( I )
FKS =(SLib'_S(_X/N)**O .5
EEIt_F_N; END
StiFf E.,UT I NE At :T £zC6F F ( N, I':,_., * El" S • PIA,_D N6)
CCKNGN Z(1000),XlvlN,AKPZ,C,K,F(SO),E(50),FC(50)
DC 20 I=I,_'IAADN£,_; FFEDZ=O.;L=N-I
DE} 21 KI<=I,L
21 PE CDZ =F E6'D>:+X (K_)*X (KK+ I )
[ (1)=FFC'DZ/(B!-I)
20 FC(I)=E(I)/_
F E'T[]I:_ N ; END
SDEE[UTINE SFECTF/_(N,C-ZEF'C,I'C,F'C,_.}:NS,N,_>',DNe,DELTA,qESTFE,
g. I,:L'/-',F,I,SCPLE 1 ,SCAL.Ef )
C(._.t'CN ?:(IO00),XbilN,YN_X,C,F,b(bO),F(50),_C(50),
; F(SC),C(50),DI (56)
CFL[. AUI" 9C fq:?F ( N, E f,, XLiv, s, IvA,;DNC)
F(;=O.;A=NgXDN[",._ LIv:=P:P)_DNf-I $ I.F'=NOXDN0+I
DC 46 I=|.,hl/_.ZDNC; F=I
,46 I)J- (I)=0.5.(1 .+C[,S(3.1zJ159*P//_))
D_ 7'81 J=I,_;_ADN_
S I.l[,i.c' F G=0.
DO 33 dJ=l,l..b';
33 SUIvIAEC=SUb',t_,F<G+Df:(JJ)*I,(JJ)_f.:CS(3 • 14159*JJ*J/A)
2Bl 6 (d) =2. :;;DE LT/:, ¢..( I:,C,+ 2 .*5UP, AI: _ )
ZSUN=O.; DO 41 I=l.,Lb';41 ZSDt",=ZSLtIV:+DF:(I)*F(I)
C'ZE [. @=2 •*DE LIA,_: (F:[: + 2 •¢2S l,,'_")
GK=O.;DC 404 I=l,Lb:
404 CK= GK+G(1)
TES] F,:f; = ( O,. 5,6Z K[- 6+ 6K+O • 5* 6( Iv,A XD N6) ) / ( 2 • @DE LTI:, cA )
SUI'.<=O $ De "_. • c._c- I=I,LP_
2 [--I:' S[.ID:=SU._"+ (E ( I )*F( I )-_ [2,( I )/F#)
]l.-k.._-",] =F (,",:£,ADN_)*E (N#,hDN_)*G(Iv,#_,DN£)/F'[ 4
I ll',q=(g.:t:'.-:lllv+'fl_._F,'l )I(2.:IDKLqF*P.)
.eCI:'I. Kl=(tiBg[:/(:?._:3.14159))'._(FIET'4":¢(-0-5))
51.;1',;1-,=0..; Dr' Pf<3 I--1,11v
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I570
15_0
]590
160C
I(.I0
] 620
IF(FC( I ))zt30,_30,431
z_30 C_ TC zl32
A31 SUF;I, =SL;I%F:+FC ( I )
_E.S CC.I_'I"I_UE
,43-';' _C_I E2:XEb;S*DELT_*O .5*( 1 .+2 .'f. SUbCF,)
F ETUF Ik';END
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND SYMBOLS
A
a
a
n
aT
B
S
b
n
C
C1
D
DB
DR
DT
d
d.
i
E
R.
I
E
O
angstrom unit
an empirical constant depending on the shape of the turbulence
generating grids
a constant
aperture
Mie Coefficient
receiving aperture area
transmission aperture area
resolution bandwidth of the power spectrum
Mie Coefficient
a constant
coherence length of the laser
capacitance used in the low pass filter of the phase-locked loop
velocity of electromagnetic wave in free space
width of an interval in probability distribution function
diameter of the intersection of two incident beams
blur diameter
diameter of the receiving aperture
diameter of the transmission aperture
diameter characterizing the sensing volume
fringe separation
a constant
a constant
a constant
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E
S
e
n
e(t)
e V
F(s)
FM
f
f
C
fD
f.
1
f
m
f
max
f.
mln
f
0
fv
fl,f2
Ou(f)
h
h(t)
I
0
YT
T(9)
a constant
noise voltage due to inherent noise in the signal
output voltage
output voltage for velocity component V
transfer function of the low pass filter
Frequency Modulation
frequency
center frequency of the Doppler signal
cut-off frequency
Doppler shift
spatial frequency of fringe separation
maximum value of turbulence frequency
maximum value of signal frequency
maximum Doppler shift
minimum Doppler shift
frequency bias
Doppler frequency spectrum due to fluctuating velocity V
focal length of lens LI, L2
spectral energy density function of kinetic energy of turbulence
maximum height of the rays above the optical axis
sampling interval
impulse response
intensity of the incident beam
intensity of turbulence
intensity of the scattered beam at an angle @
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ib
id
ldc
i
0
i
0
i
S
1
S
il,i 2
Jn(M)
K
current in the photomultiplier tube due to stray light noise
dark current in the photomultiplier tube
current in the photomultiplier tube due to shot noise
output current
unit vector in the direction of propagation of the incident wave
signal current
unit vector in the direction of propagation of the scattered wave
Mie scattering function
Bessel function of the first kind and order n and for argument M
a constant
K
O
K I
K2
K
O
K
S
k
coagulation rate constant for still air
sensitivity of the phase comparator
sensitivity of the voltage controlled oscillator
incident wave vector
scattered wave vector
a constant
Boltzman constant
number of class interval in probability distribution function
k !
T/T
C
a constant
L laser cavity length
L
S
LI ,L2 ••
£
lateral spherical aberration
lenses
eddy size
length characterizing sensing volume
£ integral scale of turbulence in x-axis
x
M(t)
m
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£ integral scale of turbulence in y-axis
Y
M mesh size of the grid
modulation index
modulated carrier in a pulse code modulation
refractive index (complex)
maximum number of correlation lag values
m particle mass
P
N Avogadro's number
total number of samples
N noise power at frequency f
c c
N number of particles within the sensing volume
P
NEP noise equivalent power
n a positive integer
index of refraction
sample number
aerosol number concentration per cc
0 point of velocity measurement
OS direction of propagation of the scattered wave vector
OX,OY, cartesian coordinates
OZ
PL
P
s
P(U)
P
p(u)
reference beam power
signal power
probability distribution function
position factor in aberration
angular frequency
probability density function
Qs
q
R
Re
RL
R£x
R£y
R
X
R
Y
R(,)
Rn(T)
R1
r
r
P
S
C
S
P
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Figure of merit of a heterodyning system calculated for a
scattered light intensity of s watts per square centimeter per
second at a unit distance from the scattering center
electronic charge
shape factor in aberration
correlation function
distance between the sensing volume and the receiving aperture
gas constant
Reynolds number
load resistor
Reynolds number of turbulence in the x-axis
Reynolds number of turbulence in the y-axis
velocity correlation between the values of u measured at two
points in the x-axis separated by x
velocity correlation between the values of u measured at two
points in the y-axis separated by y
auto-correlation function
normalized auto-correlation coefficient
resistance used in the low pass filter of the phase-locked loop
lag number
radius of curvature of the lens
distance between the point of velocity measurement and the
center of the surface scattering disk
particle radius
location of the receiving aperture
Laplace operator
power of the carrier signal at f
C
image distance for paraxial rays
SNR
S
T
T
C
TO
t
U
U
U
U t
U t
S
V
V
max
V
P
VCO
V
V w
v B
V
0
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signal-to-noise ratio
stop distance
time period
absolute temperature
repititlon time
direction of propagation of the incident wave vector
time
decay time
velocity component in the x-axis
average velocity in the x-axis
fluctuating velocity component
root mean square velocity
velocity fluctuation associated with the microscale of
turbulence
velocity
volume of intersection of two beams
velocity component in the y-axis
maximum velocity
instantaneous particle velocity
velocity at the point of measurement in the wind tunnel
average velocity in the y-axis
voltage controlled oscillator
fluctuating velocity component
rms velocity
most probable velocity of the particle due to Brownian motion
maximum amplitude of the fluctuating velocity component
WW
W
W I
x
Y
y!
z
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velocity component in the z-axis
mean velocity in the z-axis
fluctuating velocity component
root mean square velocity
distance along the longitudinal axis (channel axis)
distance between the point of measurement and the turbulence
generating grid
distance along the transverse axis, perpendicular to the channel
axis
object distance
image distance
a constant
distance along the z-axis (optical axis)
a1
P
8
A@
A_
Af
convergence angle of the focused incident beam
optimum value of the convergence angle for an angle @
particle size parameter
modulation index
a simplifying substitution for (@ - _)
angle between the zero and first order of diffraction
angle subtended by the receiving aperture at the point of
measurement
solid angle subtended by the transmission aperture at the
point of measurement
solid angle subtended by the receiving aperture at the point
of measurement.
frequency deviation
bandwidth
AL
Ax2
_f
6f
a
6f
S
6fT
O
X
S
O
S
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path length difference between the two incident beams
mean square Brownian displacement
instrumental frequency broadening
instrumental frequency broadening arising from the finite size
of the receiving aperture
instrumental frequency broadening due to the finite size of the
sensing volume
instrumental frequency broadening due to the finite lifetime of
the Doppler signal
detector quantum efficiency
heterodyning efficiency
scattering angle
angle between the two incident beams of a symmetrical
heterodyning system
microscale of turbulence
wavelength of light
wavelength of the incident wave
wavelength of the scattered wave
gain
frequency of the incident wave
frequency of the scattered wave
spatial displacement in the x-axis
a dummy variable
density
conductivity
time
time delay
Doppler signal lifetime
¢#(t)
r
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angle between the forward direction of the incident wave vector
and the direction of particle velocity
phase angle
angle between the incident and the scattered wave vectors
angular frequency
angular velocity
repitition frequency
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Figure 1
Incident and Scattered Beam Geometry in a Laser Doppler Velocity Meter
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Figure 2
Nature of Variation of 6fa/f c as a Function of @ Plotted for
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Figure 10a 
A Typical Doppler Spectrum from a Constant Velocity 
(Laminar Flow) Showing the Instrumental Spread 
(fc = 600 kHz, sweep width 100 kHs/div. The peak at the 
left is the zero frequency pip of the spectrum analyzer) 
Figure 10b 
An Oscillograph of the Same Doppler Signal 
width of the waveform shows t h e  frequency spread) 
(f, = 600 kHz, sweep time: 0.5 microsec/cm. The finite 
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6fa/f c Versus @ for Different Values of a
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Variation of 6fs/f c as a Function of @ Plotted for Different Values of u
and for a Spatial Velocity Gradient of u' = 500 sec-I in the Lateral Axis
(Symmetrical Heterodyning System)
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Figure 15
Dependence of the Geometry of Transmission and Receiving Optics
on the Size of the Effective Sensing Volume of the Symmetrical Laser
Doppler Velocity Meter
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Variation of the Diameter d of the Sensing Volume (Laser Beam "Probe") Versus
the Angle A@ (Symmetrical Heterodyning System)
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Variation of the Length £ of the Sensing Volume Versus 0 for
Different Values of e/2. (Symmetrical Heterodyning System)
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Figure 18
_ature of the Doppler Signal in Time and Frequency Domain With
Finite Signal Lifetime T. (_fa and 6fs are assumed O, 6fT # O)
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Figure 20
Effect of Path Difference (AL) on Heterodyning Efficiency
in Terms of the Laser Cavity Length L.
(L = 180 cm for Spectra Physics Model 125 Laser).
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Figure 21
Block Diagram of the Phase-Locked Loop Detector
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Figure of Merit of Two Heterodyning Systems Versus P
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Figure 26
An Experimental Arrangement With a Fixed Velocity Gradient
Present Within the Sensing Volume. The Velocity Gradient
Is Along the Diameter d of the Sensing Volume.
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Figure 27
An Experimental Arrangement With a Fixed Velocity Gradient
Along the Length £ of the Sensing Volume
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Figure 30 
An Encoder Disk Used as a Rotating D i f f r a c t i o n  Grat ing 
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Figure 32a 
Spectrum Analyzer Display of a Doppler Signal 
at fc = 1.5 MHz, Sweep Width 100 kHz/Div 
Figure 32b 
Spectrum Analyzer Display of a Signal from a RF Oscillator 
(Frequency = 1.5 MHz, Sweep Width = 100 kHz/Div) 
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Figure 33
A Typical Doppler Signal Spectrum Is Compared with a 'Single' Frequency Signal from
an Oscillator Indicating High Resolution of Communication Receiver Measurements
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Figure 3_
An Experimental Arrangement for Generating a Time-Discontinuous
Doppler Signal from a Surface Scatterer
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Figure 35
Time Discontinuous Doppler Signal Spectrum Measurements by Communication Receiver
(6f Was Deliberately Introduced as Shown in Figure Bh)
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Figure 36
Relative Intensity of Light Falling on the Photomultiplier from the Sensing
Volume Versus Displacement A£ Showing the Spatial Resolution
in the Lateral Spatial Axis
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Figure 37
Improved Spatial Resolution Obtained by Tilting the Receiving
Optical Axis by an Angle of 30° in a Plane Perpendicular to That
Containing the Transmission Optical Axis
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Relative Intensity of Light Falling on the Photomultiplier from the Sensing
Volume Versus Displacement Ad Showing the Spatial Resolution
in the Longitudinal Axis
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Figure 39a
Dioctyl-Phthalate Aerosol Generator
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Figure 39b 
DOP Aerosol Generator 
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Relative Scattering Intensity Versus Scattering
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Characteristic Curwe of a Q-Spoiled Ratio Detector
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Figure 45 
A Schlieren Photograph of the Laminar OscillatoTy 
Jet from the  Flow Modulator 
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Figure _6
Frequency Discriminator (HP Model 5210A) Output Record from
Laminar and Oscillatory Laminar Flows. (Horizontal Scale:
i inch = 20 seconds; vertical scale: I inch = _.5 cm/sec or i00 kHz)
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Figure 49 
Interior View of the Phase-Locked Loop Detector 
Figure 50 
Phase-Locked Loop Detector 
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Figure 51
Frequency-to-Voltage Conversion Characteristic of the
Phase-Locked Loop Detector
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Measurement of the Laminar Velocity Profile in a Square Duct
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Velocity Auto-Correlation Versus Delay Time
(Analog Correlation Measurement)
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Figure 55
A Typical Signal Record for x/M = 9.
The Marker Signal Below Shows a One Second Time Interval.
In the Vertical Scale Each Small Division (i mm) = 1.2 cm/sec.
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Figure 57
Velocity Auto-Correlation Coefficient Versus Delay Time
(Digital Correlation Measurement)
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Figure 58
One-Dimenslonal Energy Spectrum of Turbulence of Low Reynolds Number
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Decay of Turbulence Behind a Grid of Round Bars
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Figure 60
Energy Decay of Turbulence and A2 Versus Decay Time
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Figure 61
Interference Pattern Produced by Two Plane Parallel Incident Beams
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Figure 62
Interference Pattern Produced by Two Converging Incident Beams
